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“...One Ring to rule them all, one Ring to find them, One Ring to

bring them all and in the darkness bind them..”
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Chapter 1

Introduction

All the work that will be shown has been done within the framework of the FIRB

Project: "New challenges in molecular nanomagnetism: fromspin dynamics to

quantum information processing". The present thesis has been mostly devoted to

the experimental investigation of the magnetic propertiesand spin dynamics of

different classes of antiferromagnetic (AF) molecular rings. The aim of this work

is to shed more light on the quantum behavior and the potential applications in fu-

ture technologies of these molecular rings. One of the most important goals is to

reach a deep understanding of the relaxation dynamics of molecular nanomagnets

(MNMs), because this aspect is of paramount importance in the design of new

molecules acting as classical or quantum bits. In the present study we have ex-

ploited various techniques of investigations, such as Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

(NMR), muon spin relaxation (µSR) and SQUiD magnetometry. Through these

techniques, the static and dynamic properties of these systems have been studied.

The interpretation of the experimental results has been tackled by the Group of

Molecular Nanomagnetism of Proff. P. Santini, S. Carretta and G.Amoretti at the

Department of Physics and Earth Science of the University ofParma.

The core of this thesis is divided in five main chapters. The first one is an intro-

duction on MNMs and the second chapter gives an overview of the techniques

adopted for the experimental study. The third chapter is devoted to the presen-

tation of the results and to the discussion on the first regular closed ring with an

odd number of magnetic ions,Cr9. Chapter four presents results on the direct
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observation of finite size effects in AF chains. Finally, chapter 5 is devoted to the

study of the six-memberedDy6 ring. The last section is dedicated to the general

conclusions.

Main results of this Thesis

≻ Magnetic properties and relaxation dynamics of the first regularCr9 AF ring

have been investigated. This molecule represents a prototype of practically

degenerate-frustrated homometallic ring of half-integerspins. The relax-

ation ofCr9 has been investigated by measuring the temperature and mag-

netic field dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 of 1H nuclei.

The comparison between the experimental1H-NMR results and theory val-

idates a model including spin-phonon magnetoelastic couplings and taking

into account the wipeout effect. The relaxation dynamics ofthis molecule

is characterized by a single Arrhenius time only at very low temperatures,

whereas above 3 K several relevant relaxation rates emerge.This is the first

investigation of the relaxation dynamics of an odd-membered AF ring.

≻ TheCr8Cd AF rings are model systems for the study of the microscopic

magnetic behaviour of finite AF Heisenberg chains. In this type of system

the different magnetic behaviour depends the length and on the parity of

the chain (odd or even). In order to study the local spin densities on the

Cr sites, the53Cr-NMR spectra were collected at low temperature. The

major difficulty in the53Cr-NMR measurements is due to the low natural

abundance and the low sensitivity of the probe. The experimental results

confirm the theoretical predictions for the non-collinear spin arrangement.

It was also possible to identify from which pair of Cr the observed signal

came from.

≻ The study of the magnetic properties and relaxation dynamics of the first

rare-earth based ring are reported. The behaviour of AC susceptibility data

has been interpreted with the simplest conceivable model, assuming two

different relaxation processes in the phonon-induced relaxation dynamics of

the molecule. AµSRLF-experiments as a function of the temperature have

2



1.1. MOLECULAR NANOMAGNETS 3

been carried out on the GPS spectrometer at the continuous muon source

of the SµS facility of the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI). The temperature

dependent Longitudinal relaxation rate (λ ) was fitted by a distribution of

energy barriers. The results of the fit yield an average activation energy

barrier around 250 K, compatible with the energy differencebetween the

Kramers doublet ground state and the first excited doublet.

1.1 Molecular Nanomagnets

Molecular nanomagnets are spin clusters whose topology andmagnetic interac-

tions can be modulated at the level of the chemical synthesis. They are typically

formed by a small number of transition metal ions coupled by the Heisenberg’s

exchange interactions. Each cluster is magnetically isolated from its neighbors

by organic ligands, making each unit not interacting with the others. Therefore,

we can investigate the magnetic properties of an isolated molecular nanomagnet

by bulk measurements. The scientific interest on low-dimensional magnetic sys-

tems has grown significantly during the last decades [1, 2]. In particular, magnetic

molecules have become a very attractive model system for thestudy of fondamen-

tal magnetic phenomena, such as the quantum tunneling of magnetization [3], the

level crossing and the microscopic magnetic interactions.From the applicative

point of view, molecular magnets are considered promising candidates in the field

of the high-density information storage, quantum computation and quantum infor-

mation processing [4, 5, 6, 2, 7], and for low temperature magnetic refrigeration

[1].

It is worth to pointing out that the synthesis of these systems is not trivial. The

design of ring-shaped structures made of magnetic ions is carried out via several

complex chemical routes, through the appropriate selection of the correct organic

ligands.

The size of these systems is nanometric and this reflects on their dynamics and

magnetic behavior, leading to a characteristic magnetic behavior and spin dynam-

ics. The figure1.1.1schematically shows the size effects of the magnetization

dynamics and the hysteresis loops, from multidomain magnetic particles to molec-

ular clusters [1].

3



1.1. MOLECULAR NANOMAGNETS 4

Figure 1.1.1: Hysteresis loops are typical examples of magnetization reversal via
nucleation, propagation, and annihilation of domain walls(left), via uniform rota-
tion (middle), and quantum tunnelling (right)[1].

From the physical point of view, it is common to refer to thesemolecules with

simplified formulas, highlighting the constituting metalsand omitting the organic

ligands, the latter being important from a chemical point ofview. The first ever

identified molecular magnets have been theFe8 and theMn12. These clusters are

characterized by a high-spin ground state and an uniaxial magnetic anisotropy,

which creates an energy barrier for the reorientation of themagnetization. San-

gregorioet al. have shown that the characteristic time of relaxation ofFe8 be-

comes temperature independent below T = 0.36 K, proving thatthe relaxation of

the magnetization is due to the quantum tunneling across theanisotropy barrier

[8]. The jumps in the hysteresis cycles ofFe8 (Figure1.1.1, graph on the right) for

specific values of the applied magnetic field correspond to the anti-crossing fields,

involving states from different sides of the energy barrier. Takashi et al. [9] show

that the strong spin decoherence is significantly suppressed by polarizing the spin

bath inFe8 single-molecule magnets.

In addition to single-molecule magnets there are differentfamilies of magnetic

molecules, like the triangle-shapedDy3[10], the Mn [3x3] grid[11] and the an-

tiferromagnetic rings [12]. In particular, the latters are the main subject of this

thesis.

4



1.1. MOLECULAR NANOMAGNETS 5

Homometallic Antiferromagnetic (AF) ring-shaped systemsconstitute an inter-

esting subgroup of molecular nanomagnets, with a finite number of magnetic ions

lying on an almost regular ring. Due to the finite-size effects, AF rings possess

a discrete energy spectrum [12]. The energies of the lowest-lying excited states

of each total spinST can be approximately given by the so-called Landé rule:

E(ST) =
(

2J
N

)
ST(ST + 1), where J is the antiferromagnetic exchange coupling

constant and N is the number of magnetic ions composing the ring. The appli-

cation of an external magnetic field lifts the magnetic degeneracy of each state,

resulting in successive ground-state level crossings.

AF rings can be divided in different categories, depending on the number of mag-

netic ions within the ring: even or odd, being these open or closed. Open rings

can be obtained by the subsitution of a magnetic ion with a dimagnetic one and it

is possible to identify the system as a finite-size chain. Figure1.1.2shows the two

different types of geometries. In particular, even-membered AF rings are char-

acterized by a S=0 ground state (where S is the total spin of the molecule) and

they can display the quantum tunneling of the Néel vector [13, 14], which is the

AF counterpart of the magnetization tunneling. These systems have been also ex-

ploited to investigate the nature of the elementary excitations in finite AF systems

[14, 15].

Figure 1.1.2: Even closed ring and Even open ring.

There are two main differences between an even closed and an even open ring:

1. The excitation energy depends on the position. In a closed ring, each spin

is coupled to the two nearest-neighbors by the antiferromagnetic exchange

parameters (J). In order to flip one of these spins an excitation energy equal

to 2J is necessary. In the case of an open ring, the excitationenergy depends
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1.2. TECHNOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS 6

on the position of the spin: in case of an edges position, the required exci-

tation energy is just J, being the spin coupled to only one spin at one side

[16].

2. The distribution of the spin moment: In a closed ring we can expect a uni-

form distribution when a magnetic ground state is induced byapplying a

suitable field, since the excitation energy does not depend on the position

of the spin. In the case of an open ring, the spins at the edge would be

polarized more easily than the others, so we have a redistribution of spin

moments with a staggered spin structure [17, 16].

The distribution of the magnetic moments also depends wether the chain is odd or

evene.g. Cr7Cd andCr8Cd [17, 18]. In literature there are already results about

this and part of this thesis concerns these aspects (see chapter 4).

1.2 Technological Applications

As mentioned above, the interest in MNMs is double and it concerns both funda-

mental studies and technological applications. The envisaged technological appli-

cations include:

≻ Combining the advantages of the molecular scale with the properties of bulk

magnetic materials, MNMs have been considered promising materials for

the high-density information storage [4], due to their slow relaxation of the

magnetization [8]. In Dy6 (see chapter5) the toroidal magnetic moment

is a key property that can be useful in this field. In fact, the insensitivity

to homogeneous magnetic fields [19], makes these systems more protected

against the action of a external fields, respect to the spin projection eigen-

states of a true spin S = 1/2.[20]. Moreover, qubits designed on this basis

can be packed much more densely than spin qubits, because themagnetic

field produced by a toroidal moment decays much faster than the field of a

magnetic dipole.

≻ Molecular nanomagnets have been proposed as candidates to encode qubits

[21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26], the basic unit for quantum information process-
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1.3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 7

ing. In particular, theCr7Ni rings behave as effective spin-1/2 systems

at low temperature and show rather long decoherence times. In addition

these rings can be linked together in order to realize supramolecular clus-

ters, whose coupling can be tuned by properly choosing the linker between

the rings[27, 28, 21, 29, 26, 30, 31]. These supramolecular systems are

envisaged candidtes for the implementations of two-qubit quantum gates.

≻ Recently a new scheme to perform quantum information processing, based

on a hybrid spin-photon qubit encoding, has been proposed [32].

≻ MNMs can also be considered promising materials formolecular spintron-

ics, thanks to their large axial anisotropy and their tunable magnetic features

[33, 34, 35, 36].

≻ In some systems a large magnetocaloric effect is observed atlow temper-

ature, making MNMs promising materials for the magnetic refrigeration.

[37, 38, 39, 40]

1.3 Theoretical Framework

Each molecular nanomagnet can be described by a microscopicSpin Hamiltonian
(SH):

H = ∑
i j

Ji j~si ·~sj +∑
i

∑
k,q

bk
q(i)O

k
q(~si)+∑

i j
~si ·Di j ·~sj +∑

i j
Gi j~si ×~sj + µB~B∑

i
g~si (1.3.1)

where the terms in sequence are: the isotropic Heisenberg exchange (the leading

term); the local zero-field splitting terms, expressed by the withOk
q(~si) Stevens op-

erator and thebk
q(i) CF parameters; the dipolar anisotropic exchange interactions;

the antisymmetric exchange and the Zeeman term.The SH formalism is based on

the assumption that each magnetic ion in the molecule can be represented by an

effective spinsi and it allows to express all the contributions to the energy of the

system in terms of spin operators only [41]. In the case ofd electrons we have

k = 2, 4 [42]. All the terms in the SH can be rewritten in terms of Irreducible

Tensor Operators, in order to that simplify the calculationof the Hamiltonian ma-

trix elements on the total-spin basis. The parameters characterizing the different

7



1.3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 8

contributions to the SH can be directly obtained from ab-initio calculations[43] or

determined through the comparison with the experimental data.

Theoretical analysis of the relaxation dynamics

One of the most important aspects in the physics of magnetic molecules is the

understanding and characterization of the relaxation mechanisms of molecular

observables. It is important to understand these phenomenanot only for funda-

mental reasons, but also from the point of view of the technological applications.

In fact, decoherence and relaxation phenomena are the majorobstacle to the de-

velopment of technologies based on these systems [44, 4]. The decoherence of

the time-evolution of the molecular observables, such as the molecule magneti-

zation, is due to the interactions of the electronic spins with the other degrees of

freedom, like nuclear spins or phonons, which often behave like an heat bath [45].

In particular, the dynamics of the AF rings are characterized by a relatively fast

phonon-induced relaxation. For this reason, one of the besttechniques to probe

such dynamics is the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR).

These irreversible relaxation dynamics can be theoretically investigated with the

formalism of the rate (master) equations of the density matrix. More details can

be found in reference [46]. The secular approximation allows to decouple the time

evolution of the diagonal elements of the density matrix,ρs(t) = ρss(t), from that

of the off-diagonal elementsρst(t), with s 6= t. In a frequency-domain picture, this

corresponds to a clear separation of the inelastic (IE) and the quasielastic (QE)

spectral contributions. Only the latters are detected by NMR or AC-susceptibility.

On these bases, the populations of the molecular eigenstates, evolve through the

master equations:

ṗs(t) = ∑
t

Wstpt(t),

whereWst is the element of the rate matrix, which represents the probability per

unit time that a transition between the eigenstates|t〉 and |s〉 is induced by the

interaction with the heat bath [45]. The precise form of the rate matrix depends

on the details of the spin-phonon interaction mechanism. Here, it is assumed

8



1.4. THE INVESTIGATED MOLECULES 9

that each ion experiences a spherically symmetric magnetoelastic coupling, due

to crystal fields modulations induced by phonons, which are described by a Debye

model. The rate matrix can be calculated in the first-order perturbation theory:

Wst = γ2π2∆3
stnph(∆st)×

N

∑
i, j=1

N

∑
q1,q2=x,y,z

〈s|Oq1,q2(si) |t〉〈s|Oq1,q2(s j) |t〉∗ (1.3.2)

with n(x) =
(

eβ h̄x−1
)−1

, ∆st =
(Es−Et)

h̄ , theOQ
2 are quadrupolar operators. In

this simplified spin-phonon model,γ is the unique free parameter and describes

the spin-phonon coupling strength.γ will be estimated from the comparison with

NMR or χAC experimental data [46].

The study of the dynamical correlation functions of the fluctuations of the molec-

ular observables, such as the molecular magnetization (P=Q=M=∑n
i=1si), allows

to better understand the relaxation dynamics of MNMs. From atheoretical point

of view, the Fourier transform of the correlation function can be expressed as a

sum of Lorentzians:

SP,Q(ω,T,B) =
n

∑
i=1

A(λi,T,B)
λi(T,B)

λ 2
i (T,B)+ω2

, (1.3.3)

whereλi(T,B) = 1/τ i
(QE) are the eigenvalues of the rate matrixW and corre-

spond to the characteristic rates of relaxation andA(λi ,T,B) are the frequency

weights of the magnetization autocorrelation function. The sum of the weights

is proportional to the product of the magnetic susceptibility and the temperature:

∑i=1,nA(λi,T,B) ∝ χT.

1.4 The investigated molecules

In the research area of molecular magnetism, the AF rings deserve a prominent

place, as also demonstrated by the high number of publications on this subject

(e.g.[16, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51]).

In Chapter 3 the study of the spin dynamics of the first regularexample aCr9

molecule, an AF ring with an odd number of magnetic ions, (ofC90H162Cr9F9O36[52]),

9



1.4. THE INVESTIGATED MOLECULES 10

is reported. Chapter 4 is devoted to the observation of the finite size effects in the

open even chains. Here we analyze the53Cr-NMR spectra on the even-open ring

Cr8Cd [53] and compare them with the results obtained for the open odd mem-

bered ring, theCr7Cd . Chapter 5 is dedicated to the discussion of the magnetic

properties and the spin dynamics of the first sythesized RareEarth based ring, the

Dy6[54]. The ground state of theDy6 is characterized by a toroidal moment exist-

ing in the absence of a total magnetic moment [20]. The measurements presented

in this thesis were made on powder samples in the case ofCr9 andDy6, or on an

oriented single crystals in the case ofCr8Cd andCr8Zn. The molecular structures

of the rings are displayed in figure1.4.1.

Formula Abbreviation Chapter

C90H162Cr9F9O36 Cr9 3
[H2NtBuisPr][Cr8CdF9(O2CCMe3)18] Cr8Cd 4

[Dy(Htea)(NO3)]6 ·8MeOH Dy6 5

Figure 1.4.1: Starting from left to right:Cr8Cd, Cr9 andDy6 molecular ring. The
figureDy6 is taken from the article of L.Ungur [20].

10



Chapter 2

Experimental Techniques

The experimental study of the magnetic properties of AF rings was performed by

means of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, SQuID magnetometry and Muon Spin

Relaxation (µSR). In this chapter an overview of the techniques adopted and

the informations they provide on the systems investigated will be presented. Fig-

ure2.0.1shows the different time-window explored by several experimental tech-

niques.

Figure 2.0.1: Time window of the different experimental techniques.

The dynamics of the AF rings are characterized by a relatively fast phonon-

11



2.1. NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE(NMR) 12

induced relaxation, thus the best technique to probe such dynamics is the nuclear

magnetic resonance (NMR). The selectivity of this technique allows the use of dif-

ferent nuclei as a probe, in addition to the standard measurements on the proton.

For instance, the NMR spectra of53Cr have been collected to study the distribu-

tion of local local magnetic moments on theCr8Cd ring (see chapter 3). The aim

of this chapter is to recall the basic aspects of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance, the

muon spin resonance (µSR), and the SQuID Magnetometry.

2.1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

The NMR spectroscopy is a powerful microscopic tool to investigate the electronic

spin ensamble in both its static properties (the expectation values of the moments)

and its dynamical ones (the spin fluctuations). The former are traced by the dis-

tribution of the static magnetic fields at the nucleus, i.e. the resonance spectrum,

while the spin dynamics is probed by the relaxation of the nuclear magnetiza-

tion, in particular, the spin-lattice relaxation. The classical principle underlying

NMR is the Larmor precession of nuclear spins at a Larmor frequencyωL = γHloc,

whereHloc is the local static field at the nuclues (the external field plus the internal

one, due to the electron-nucleus interaction), and the gyromagnetic ratioγ is a con-

stant of the nuclear species. Alternatively (and to most respects, equivalently),Hloc

may be viewed as inducing an energy splitting∆E = h̄ωL between adjacent nu-

clear Zeeman levelsEm= mh̄ωL. Typically,ωL is in the radiofrequency (rf) range.

If an alternate magnetic field oscillating atω ≈ ωL is also applied, it then gives

rise to the resonant excitation of the nuclear Zeeman transitions, thanks to the

∆m±1 selection rule or, according to the classical description, to a coherent col-

lective precession of the whole nuclear spin ensamble, Owing to the sensitivity

enhancement inherent to a resonant method, the precession of a net nuclear mo-

ment is detectable despite its very small magnitude (as compared to the electronic

one). The resonant character of the rf excitation is also related to the spectral se-

lectivity of this technique. Spins excited off-resonance (other nuclear species and

electronic moments), in fact, do not produce any measurablesignal.

Several nuclei with spinI 6= 0 may be employed as nuclear probes. Among these,

the nuclei of the magnetic ions are in principle the probe of choice, as they are

12



2.1. NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE(NMR) 13

coupled to the on-site electronic moment by the hyperfine interaction (see be-

low). Very often, however, such an on-site hyperfine coupling (ranging from tens

tesla in transition metals to hundreds tesla in rare earths)is exceedingly large,

leading to over-relaxed NMR signals and/or, in the case of rare earths, to reso-

nance frequencies in the microwave range, hence outside theour experimental

frequency band. Therefore all our measurements have been carried on the ligand

protons, with the sole exception of53Cr NMR in Cr8Cd which turned out to be a

favourable case.1H is one the best nuclei in terms of sensitivity (100% naturally

abundant and highγ) and it is coupled to the neighbouring ions by a weaker inter-

action, essentially dipolar in origin, which better fits into our experimental time

window and frequency range. The drawback of protons is however their ihnomo-

geneous coupling, due to the presence of several inequivalent sites in the crystal

with different distances from the ions. Such an inhomogeneity typically gives rise

to non-exponential decay or recovey laws for the nuclear magnetization, due to

distributions in the nuclear relaxation time constantsT1, T2, which complicates

the subsequent data analysis.

Bloch Equations and pulsed NMR

The time evolution of the nuclear spin ensamble is classically described by a set

of phenomenological equations for the net nuclear magnetization, first proposed

by F. Bloch. The Bloch equations for the free spin evolution (i.e. in the absence

of a driving rf field) are written as





dMz
dt = γ(M̄× H̄0)z+

M0−Mz
T1

(1)
dMx,y

dt = γ(M̄× H̄0)x,y+
M0−Mx,y

T2
(2)

(2.1.1)

The first terms on the right hand side corresponds to the coherent classical preces-

sion of the nuclear spins in the static field̄H = H0ẑ. The the other terms account

for the irreversible processes (relaxations) by which the system recover thermody-

namic equilibrium (Mx,y = 0,Mz= M0 = χnH0, whereχn is the nuclear suscepti-

bility) and are introduced it“ad hoc”. TheT1 andT2 phenomenological constants

are, respectively, the spin-lattice (or longitudinal) andthe spin-spin (or transverse)

13



2.1. NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE(NMR) 14

relaxation time. The need for two distinct relaxation timesis justified both ex-

perimentally and by physical arguments, as the two relaxation processes are in

principle rather different. The longitudinal relaxation,involving a variation in the

populations of the nuclear Zeeman levels, implies in fact energy exchanges with

the thermal bath made by the surrounding electrons (the lattice). Such a thermal

exchange, on the contrary, is not necessarily involved in the transverse relaxation,

consisting in the dephasing of the precessing spins relative to each other (the mi-

croscopic theory of nuclear relaxations shows however thatthe relaxations of the

populations also produce a so-calledT1-like term in the spin-spin relaxation: see

below).

An applied rf field exciting the magnetic resonance can be accounted for, whithout

genarality loss, in the form of a circularly polarized magnetic field H̄1(t) = H1(cosωtx̂+

sinωtŷ). When this rotating rf field is added tōH0 in eq. 2.1.1, it gives rise to

a set of coupled differential equations with time-dependent coefficients. How-

ever, such equations are transformed into time-independent ones by expressing

H̄ and M̄ with respect to a reference frame rotating at a frequencyω, namely

x̂′ = cosωtx̂+ sinωtŷ, ŷ′ = −sinωtx̂+ cosωtŷ, ẑ′ = ẑ with respect to labora-

tory. With this transform, the time evolution of the nuclearspin ensamble, ne-

glecting relaxations, is equivalent to the precession around astaticeffective field

H̄e f f = H1x̂′+(H0−ω/γ)ẑ. The corresponding Bloch equations in the rotating

frame, including relaxation phenomena, are then written as





dMx
dt = (γH0−ω)My− Mx

T2
(1b)

dMy
dt =−(γH0−ω)Mx+ γH1Mz− Mx

T2
(2b)

dMz
dt =−γH1My− (Mz−M0)

T1
(3b)

(2.1.2)

With the modern pulsed NMR technique, the nuclear magnetization vector is al-

tered from its equilibrium value by intense rf pulses (H1 6= 0), followed by the

free evolution of the spin system (H1 = 0). The rf pulses are usually short enough

so that relaxions are negligible over their duration. If therf field is resonant

(ω = γH0), the response to a pulse is the precession around a static effective field

(in the rotating frame)H1x̂ by a nutation angleθ = γH1τ, whereτ is the pulse

duration. Thus, by suitably tuning the pulse intensityH1 andτ, one can obtain a

14



2.1. NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE(NMR) 15

so-called 90◦ pulse (θ = π/2) tilting the magnetization in the transversexyplane;

a 180◦ pulse (θ = π) which inverts the nuclear magnetization; and so-on.

According to eq.2.1.2the evolution ofMxy in the rotating frame is an exponential

decay

Mxy(t) = Mxy(0)e
− t

T2

corresponding to a decaying free-induction (FID) signal detected by the pick-

up coil wound around the sample. The time constantT2 appearing in2.1.2T2,

however, comprises both static contributions (arising from a distribution of static

fields) and dynamic ones. Nonetheless, the dephasing by static fields isreversible

and it can be canceled out by a second rf pulse (ideally, a 180◦ pulse for optimum

efficiency) which refocuses the spins. As a result, a spin echo appears after a delay

t equal to the time separation between the two pulses. The intrinsicT2 time, solely

due to irreversible phenomena, is then measured by varyingt and measuring the

echo amplitude as a function of it. According to eq.2.1.2the longitudinal mag-

netization tends to equilibrium by an exponential law with acharacteristic time

T1,

Mz(t) =
[
M0+(Mz(0)−M0)e

− t
T1

]

The evolution ofMz(t) is probed by NMR along the following route. First, the

longitudinal polarizationMz is prepared out of thermodynamic equilibrium by

a suitable pulse sequence which “heats” the spin ensamble. The preparation is

then followed by a free evolution of the spin system, during which it exchanges

energy with the thermal bath and “cools down”. Finally,Mz(t) is detected by

a one- or two-pulse sequence, producing a free-pecession ora spin-echo signal

whose amplitudes are proportional to the longitudinal polarization prior to the

detection sequence. The most common way of preparing the nuclear spins out of

equilibrium is saturating the Zeeman transition, whence the method is referred to

as saturation recovery. A saturation recovery sequence is shown in Figure2.1.5of

section2.1.
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Nuclear Hamiltonian

A general form of the nuclear Hamiltonian that accounts for all the interactions

acting on the nuclei is:

H = HZ+Hn−n+Hn−e+HEFG, (2.1.3)

where the first term is the Zeeman interaction, the second term represents the clas-

sical nuclear dipolar interaction, the third term describes the hyperfine interaction

between the nuclear magnetic moment and the electronic magnetic moments, and

the last one is the quadrupolar interaction. This last term will not be considered for

the53Cr−NMR, since quadrupole interactions are smaller compared to magnetic

ones. The hyperfine field at the nucleus due to the electron spins can be derived

by means of the classical expression of the magnetic dipolarinteraction:

Hhyper f ine=
µ0

4π

(
µ̄e · µ̄n

r3 +
3(µ̄e · r̄)(µ̄n · r̄)

r5

)
,

where µ̄n = γnh̄Ī is the nuclear magnetic moment,̄µe = γnh̄S̄ is the electronic

magnetic moment, andr is the distance between the two magnetic moments. If

we consider only the Zeeman and the hyperfine interaction theHamiltonian2.1.3

becomes:

H =−γnh̄
x,y,z

∑
i

ĪiH̄i +
x,y,z

∑
i

N

∑
j=1

A j
i Īi

〈
S̄i
〉 j

The first term is the Zeeman term interaction between the nuclei and the external

magnetic field and the second term accounts for the hyperfine interaction. In fact,

the hyperfine tensorA j
i describes the interaction between the nuclear spin and the

jth electronic moment along theith-axis,< S̄i >
j is the thermal average in the of

thei-component of thejth electronic spin (wherei = x,y,z). The coupling constant

for the direct hyperfine interaction, between a nucleus and an electron described

by the wavefunctionψ is given by:

Aψ =
2
5

gµBγnh̄

〈
1
r3

〉

ψ
. (2.1.4)
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The above expression can not be used fors-typeelectronic wavefunctions, due

to the non-zero probability of finding the electron at the nuclear positionr=0.

To overcome this limitation. Fermi renormalized the procedure leading to the

following expression for the direct contact hyperfine constant:

As=
8
3

gµBµ0γnh̄|ψ(0)|2s , (2.1.5)

where|ψ(0)|2s is the normalized probability of finding anselectron at the nucleus.

The previous expressions are used to calculate the hyperfinefield at the53Cr nu-

clear site, being the electronic configuration for the chromium [Cr3+] = [Ar]3d3.

The equation2.1.4 is averaged over all the 3d electronic functions, obtaining a

non-zero value, while equation2.1.5 yields zero for the 3d functions. The 3s

wavefunctions of the core electrons are polarized by the 3d electrons. This spin

polarization effect results in a large hyperfine contact field named “core polar-

ization field” to be added to the smaller contribution from equation2.1.4. The

magnetic 3d electrons couple antiferromagnetically to the core 3selectrons, while

the core polarization at the53Cr nucleus, due to a single unpaired 3d electron, has

been theoretically estimated to be:Acp = −12.5T/µB .

For a general review of the hyperfine interactions in magnetic materials we refer

the reader to the seminal paper by Freeman and Watson, in Ref.[55].

Microscopic theory of the nuclear relaxations

The 1/T1 is a powerful probe of the electronic relaxation times in molecular nano-

magnets, since the fluctuations of the hyperfine dipolar field, due to the thermal

fluctuations of the electronic spins, are the cause of the irreversible relaxation of

the nuclear spins. The relaxation of a non-interacting ensambles of nuclei in an ex-

ternal static magnetic field, coupled to the perturbative fluctuating field produced

by the electronic spins can be described by the Redfield’s theory [56], which is

related to the treatment of the relaxation discussed by Wangsness and Bloch [57].

Following this theory, the fluctuating field is different foreach nuclear site and it
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can be written as:

H = Hext+Hhyper(t) =−γnh̄
(
HextIz+Hhyper(t) · Ī

)
,

whereHext is the external magnetic field andHhyper(t) is the fluctuating hyperfine

field:

Hhyper(t) =−h̄γe

N

∑
i=1

1

r3
i

(
δ s̄i(t)−3r̄ i

(
δ s̄i(t) · r̄ i

r2
i

))

δ s̄i(t) = s̄i(t)−〈s̄i〉

where N is the number of magnetic ions andr i their distance from the proton.

The Redfield theory yields to exponential time decays of the longitudinal and

transverse nuclear magnetization, with characteristic rates respectively given by

[58]:

1
T1

= γ2
n [kxx(ωL)+kyy(ωL)]

1
T2

=
1

2T1
+ γ2

nkzz(0)

wherekqq (q= x, y, z) is the Fourier transform of the correlation function ofHhyper

and can be calculated in terms of the Fourier transform of thecross correlation

functions of the electronic spin operators. Known the positions of the magnetic

ions and that of nuclei in the molecule, the above mentioned equations become:

1
T1

= ∑
i, j=1,N

∑
q,q′=x,y,z

Cqq′
′

i j

[
S

sq
i sq′

j
(ωL)+S

sq
i sq′

j
(−ωL)

]
(2.1.6)

1
T2

=
1
T1

+ ∑
i, j=1,N

∑
q,q′=x,y,z

Kqq′
′

i j S
sq
i sq′

j
(0) (2.1.7)

Where S are the Fourier transforms of the correlation functions related to the dif-

ferent components of the spin operators of each magnetic ions, C and K are the

geometrical coefficients of the hyperfine dipolar interaction between the magnetic

ions and the nuclei which only depend on their relative poitions [59]. The trans-

verse relaxation rate 1/T2 contains also a temperature-independent contribution
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originating from the nuclear dipole-dipole interaction among protons. At high

temperatures, the electronic contribution to 1/T2 in Eq. 2.1.7is small and only

the nuclear dipole-dipole contribution survives. Thus we can take as a measure of

the nuclear dipole-dipole contribution the experimental value of 1/T2 at high tem-

peratures (above 50 K). The figure2.1.1schematically represents what happens

during a NMR experiment, where we are measuring the temperature dependence

of 1/T1. If we consider a system with a thermally activated dynamicsand with

only one dominating characteristic rate of relaxationτ, a peak in the 1/T1 is ob-

served at the same temperature at which the Larmor frequencyintersects the rate

τ. For this reason the spin-lattice relaxation rate indirectly probes the electronic

relaxation dynamic. In fact, by comparing experimental data with the calculated

1/T1 curve and by fitting the peak position, it is possible to determine the spin-

phonon coupling strength (γ 1.3) , the only free parameter of our theoretical model

for the electronic relaxation dynamics, which fixes the frequency-window of the

dynamics. It is worth to stress that some molecules may be characterized by a re-

laxation dynamics with more than one dominating rate of relaxation, even at low

temperature [60](more details will be shown in chapter3.2).

Figure 2.1.1: Thermally activated dynamics: when the Larmor frequency matches
the electronic rate of relaxation, a peak in 1/T1 is observed.
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Experimentally, the 1/T1 curves as a function of the temperature was con-

structed point by point. For each temperature theT1 was measured by saturation

recovery (shown the figure2.1.5in section2.1) and fitted by a multi-exponential

function.

Wipeout effect

NMR measurements in magnetic materials are often affected by the partial or total

loss of the signal intensity at certain temperatures, usually referred to as wipeout.

In general, the signal may be lost either due to the onset of large and inhomo-

geneous static internal fields at the nuclei, shifting the resonance outside the ob-

served spectral window or broadening it so much that the signal falls below noise

level; or to exceedingly fast dynamic spin-spin relaxations. The latter is actually

the case of proton NMR in of MNMs, where the largeT−1
2 relaxation rates reflect

slowly fluctuating degrees of freedom in the electronic spinsystem, to which1H

nuclei are coupled. The wipeout from dynamic relaxations isrelated to the dead

time of the NMR receiver following the transmission of a rf pulse, which poses

a cutoff to the measurable signals. Transverse nuclear magnetization components

with T2 relaxation times much shorter than the dead time decay in fact before their

NMR signal can be observed. The dead time of the receiver depends in turn on

theQ factor and the resonance frequencyν of the LC circuit in the NMR probe-

head, which takes a time of the order of severalτLC = Q/ν to discharge the high

voltage of the rf pulses. SinceQ typically increases on cooling, while it exhibits

a minor on frequency, the dead time is longer (hence, theT2 cutoff severer) at

low frequency and low temperature. Experimentally, the number of protonsN(T)

probed by the NMR signal is obtained by the initial transverse nuclear magne-

tizationMxy(0) times the nuclear Boltzmann factorχ−1
n ∝ T : N(T) = Mxy(0)T.

Mxy(0) is estimated by the extrapolating at zero time the transverse nuclear magne-

tizationMH
xy(t), proportional to the integrated NMR spectrum, against the best-fit

decay curveMxy(t) of the spin-echo amplitude vs. the delayt/2 between the two

rf pulses in aπ/2−π/2 (or π/2−π) echo sequence. If the relaxation ofMxy(t)

is single-exponential and its time constantT2 is above the cutoff,N(T) is constant

with temperature. If on the contrary the spin-spin relaxation is non exponential
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and relatively fast, the extrapolatedMxy(0) will only account for part of the nuclei

(the ones with longerT2) and a missing fraction will show up inN(T). In this

case,N(T) constitutes an indirect measurement of the spin-spin relaxation vs. T

which is, however, more informative than the direct measurement ofT2 from the

decay of the spin-echo amplitude, since the latter is a residual signal (that of the

slower-relaxing fraction of nuclei).

Understanding the mechanism responsible forT−1
2 (T) peak behind the wipeout

behavior is important for the study of the dynamics of the MNMs. The 1/T2 rate

reflects the irreversible dephasing of nuclear spins and it is due to two factors:

≻ the dipolar interaction among the proton nuclei, which is temperature and

field independent;

≻ the dynamic contribution from the hyperfine interactions with the exchange-

coupled magnetic ions, which depends on temperature.

In a first approximation, based on the weak collision model and the assumption

of a fast electronic spin dynamics, 1/T2 can be expressed in terms of the spectral

density of the fluctuating hyperfine field at zero frequency [61][62]:

1
T2

= γ2
N < δH2

z > f (ω = 0) = γ2
N
< δ µ2

e >

r6 f (ω = 0) = γ2
N
< δ µ2

e >

r6 τ(H,T).

HereδHz is the local longitudinal fluctuating field originating froma magnetic

moment sitting at a distancer apart from the proton spin, andτ(T) is the correla-

tion time governing the spin dynamics of the exchanged coupled magnetic ions. In

the case of a slowdown in the magnetic fluctuations on cooling, or in the vicinity

of a Level Crossing (LC),τ(T,H) becomes longer and longer, and this contribu-

tion eventually dominates over the nuclear dipole-dipole contribution. As a result,

the relaxation timeT2 gets shorter and eventually crosses the experimental cutoff

value below which the signal can not be detected (see above).Such a critical value

is gradually reached by all the proton sites, with the ones closer to the magnetic

ions being wiped out first, thus producing a a progressive decrease of the NMR

signal intensity, which eventually is lost completely. This approach, namely, esti-

mating the spin-spin relaxation from the missing signal, has been adopted in the

past to study the relaxation dynamics of many molecular magnets [51, 63].
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A more refined theoretical approach to the wipeout of the NMR signal, which

mimics more faithfully what actually happens in an experiment, has been devel-

oped by the group of P.Santini and S.Carretta and employed inmore recent liter-

ature papers, starting from a work onFe7 [60] . In particular, for each hydrogen

site, the 1/T1 and 1/T2 rates are calculated as a function of temperature by means

of equations2.1.6and2.1.7. The effective 1/T1 of the residual signal (i.e. that

of protons which are not affected by the wipeout), is then calculated by averag-

ing over all the protons whose transverse relaxation rate islower than a threshold

value (a tunable parameter of the model, which is however constrained by the es-

timate of the dead time from the experimental conditions). Such an effective 1/T1

is to be compared with the experimental value. This last approach was also used

to study the relaxation dynamics ofCr9.

NMR Experimental setup

NMR experiments were performed in a MaglabEXA® (Oxford Instruments) cold-

bore field sweeping superconducting cryomagnet with a variable temperature in-

sert (VTI) as a sample environment, and a HyReSpect home-build NMR spec-

trometer equipped with an external rf power amplifier. The magnet features a

fast (1T/min) fully software-controlled variation of the magnetic field in the 0-9 T

range, at the expense of poor field homogeneity as compared tothe normal NMR

standards. The latter is however of no concern for NMR in magnetic materials,

due to the broad resonance lines occurring therein, while sweeping the field is a

crucial requirement. The VTI cryostat operates in a He flow taken from the same

liquid He bath where the superconducting solenoid is immersed in, and provides

stable temperature control from 250 K down to 1.4 K with a holdtime of several

days, which is another important condition for our experiments. The sample was

placed in the coil of a resonant probe circuit, hosted by the VTI, which is detailed

in the next section. The HyReSpect spectrometer is a general-purpose spectrom-

eter for solid state NMR covering the 5-800 MHz frequency range entirely de-

veloped in our laboratory, particularly optimized for for the study of magnetism.

Figure2.1.2shows a very sketchy and over-simplified block diagram of ourNMR

hardware, whose actual layout features a rather complex frequency up- and down-
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conversion scheme in order to implement precise 4-quadrantphase modulation

and quadrature detection [64]. Rectangular rf pulses of variable length are cut out

of a continuous-wave signal source by a fast switch (rise time< 10 ns) gated by

a programmable digital pulser, while their level is controlled by a programmable

attenuator in steps of 1 dB (not shown). The low-level pulses(peak power≤ 1

mW) are amplified by a power rf pulse amplifier to a level in the order of 10-100

W, and then transmitted to the tuned LC resonator containingthe sample coil. The

latter serves both to excite the nuclear resonance by the rf magnetic field, and as

a pick-up to detect the e.m.f. induced by the precessing nuclei. The NMR sig-

nal is then routed to a low-noise fast-recovery broadband preamplifier and to the

receiver (RX) stage of the spectrometer. The transmitter (TX) and the RX stages

are coupled to the probehead resonator and decoupled from each other by the

passive circuit made by a resonantλ/4 transmission line and two pairs of cross-

polarized silicon diodes, referred to altogether as aduplexer. Theλ/4 line (i.e. a

coaxial cable whose electrical length equals a quarter wavelength at the working

frequency) acts as an impedance transformer, transforminga shorted end into a

high impedance on the opposite side, and vice versa. The diode pairs are open

circuits for the NMR signal, in the sub-mV range and hence below the conduc-

tion threshold of a silicon junction diode, while their are short-circuits for the high

power rf pulses. It can be easily verified that the RX and TX lines are seen as high-

impedance loads from the other side during, respectively, pulse transmission and

signal reception, so that these two ports are effectively isolated. The diode pair in

front of the preamplifier also serves as a protection from overvoltages which could

otherwise damage it. The nutation angleθ = γH1τ of the spins, when the nuclear

resonance condition is met, is controlled by the product of the pulse durationτ
times the pulse amplitude, proportional toH1. In principle, it may be optimized

for maximum signal (attaining theθ = π/2 condition) by adjusting either quan-

tity. However, the large inhomogeneous linewidth typical of solids, in particular

magnets, points to the usage of short and intense pulses in order to irradiate the

largest frequency band and excite the maximum fraction of nuclei, possibly the

entire NMR spectrum. The shortest pulses that we could applywere in the order

of a fewµs, whence an irradiated band in the order of few hundreds kHz. Spectra

broader than such a value had to be recorded point by point at discrete frequencies.
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Figure 2.1.2: The diagram of the experimental circuit. On the top, from left to
right: the radio frequency generator, the fast switch, the power RF amplifier, the
the duplexer circuit (see the text) and the probehead. The duplexer also couples
the probehead to the pre-amplifier and then to the spectrometer receiver (bottom).

Setting up an NMR experiment requires the optimization of a number of pa-

rameters, which are specific entries of the (gtknmr) GUI-based control program

for the HyReSpect spectrometer [64]. The optimization of the pulse level con-

trolled by their attenuation (TxAtt), and their duration (P1, P2, ... for the first,

second, ... pulse, respectively) have been discussed above. The other most rele-

vant parameters are listed below.

≻ The delay between the two pulses in a spin echo sequence (D1).Such a

parameter is constrained on one hand by the transverse relaxation, which

points to keeping the delay D1 much shorter thanT2; on the other, by the

dead time of the receiver, imposing that D1 is at least slightly longer than

the dead time.

≻ The delay by which the signal acquisition is triggered afterthe last pulse.

It is the sum of two events: a receiver inhibition time (Rinh)during which

the rf RX stage is left switched off; and a so-called acquisition delay (Acqd)

between the RX enabling and the actual triggering of the acquisition. The

overall time must not exceed D1, hence it is limited by the dead time like

the latter.

≻ The receiver gain, which actually controlled by a programmable attenuator

between two amplifying stages. Its attenuation ratio (RxAtt) must be kept

high enough to prevent the receiver saturation.
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≻ The repetition time between two subsequent scans, often referred to as “re-

laxation delay” (RlxD). By “scan” it is meant a pulse sequence followed by

the signal acquisition. A digitized NMR signal is typicallyobtained by ac-

quiring and averaging several scans in order to obtain a goodsignal-to-noise

ratio. The spin-lattice relaxation time sets a lower limit to RlxD, which must

equal at least a fewT1 to allow a full repolarization of the nuclei between

two scans. Another practical lower limit to RlxD, more important at lower

temperature, is given by the heating of the sample by the rf pulses. On the

other hand, an unnecessarily long RlxD leads to time consuming measure-

ments, especially when a large number of scans is needed in order to extract

poor signals from noise.

Probehead

The NMR probe is essentially a RLC resonant circuit, where L is the inductance

of the coil wound around the sample (for maximum efficiency itfilling factor must

be as high as possible), R is the parasitic resistance of coilwire, and C is a vari-

able capacitor. Owing to the latter, the circuit is tunable to a resonance frequency

ω0 ≈ (LC)1/2 covering a broad frequency range. Obviously,ω0≈ (LC)1/2 is made

to coincide with the Larmor frequency of the nuclei. The function the resonant

circuit is, on one hand, applying a sizable rf magnetic fieldH1 to the sample (in the

order of several mT) with reasonable rf power, thanks to current gain in the coil by

the quality factorQ= ωL/R of the resonator, typically in the order of hundreds.

On the other hand, the emf induced in the coil is coupled to thecoaxial cable with

a similar voltage gainQ, as compared to the direct termination of the cable onto

the coil. A schematic drawing of the probehead circuit is shown in fig.2.1.3. With

respect with to the simple series RLC circuit it is noteworthy, in parallel to it, the

presence of a further, properly chosen, inductance L’. Its function is matching the

impedance of the series RLC circuit, equal toR< 1Ω at resonance, to the charac-

teristic 50Ω impedance of the transmission lines (in other words, L’ serves as an

impedance transformer). In principle a highQ factor is desirable since it enhances

the detection sensitivity, following the above argument, and it permits the excita-

tion of the nuclei with reduced rf power. However, an excessively highQ factor
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may be detrimental in the presence of a short relaxation timeT2, since it increases

the dead time of the receiver, as it has already discussed in section2.1. If the

dead time is comparable or larger thanT2, the increased sensitivity produced by a

largerQ is over-compensated by a dramatic decrease in the echo amplitude pro-

duced by a longer pulse separation D1, which is made necessary by an increased

dead time. For this reason, sometimes theQ factor must be intentionally degraded

by a resistorR
′
placed in parallel to the capacitor C.

Figure 2.1.3: Tunable probe, necessary to match the characteristic impedance.

Pulse Sequences

We conclude this overview of the NMR technique with a few hints on the pulse

sequences the were employed in this work. The NMR signal was always detected

by means of aπ/2−π/2 echo sequence. The latter was preferred to the textbook

π/2−π Hahn echo sequence, in principle more efficient because of the shortT2

in our systems, so that the longer duration of aπ/2− π sequence may become

critical. Moreover, in the presence of broad resonances as in our case, the second

π pulse might excite just a fraction of the spectrum rather than the entire line, due

to its reduced spectral width, which makes it theoretical benefit questionable in

practice.
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Figure 2.1.4: Spin echo sequence for the measurement of the spin-spin relaxation
timeT2

Theπ/2−π/2 sequence is sketched in figure2.1.4, showing also the exper-

imental parametersRinh and AcqD explained above. The spin-spin relaxation

function is determined experimentally by measuring spin echoes at different de-

laysD1. Over the different spin echo measurements, eitherRinhor AcqDis varied

by the same increment asD1, which ensures that the signal acquisition is triggered

at a constant time before the spin echo. The decay of the spin echo amplitudeA

is then governed by the total delay 2(D1 +P1) between the first pulse and the

echo center, and follows follows aA= A0exp(2(D1+P1)/T2) dependence in the

case of an exponential relaxation with a single time constant T2. The spin-lattice

relaxation timeT1 can be measured by the saturation recovery method, shown in

figure 2.1.5. An aperiodicπ/2 pulse train, with an average pulse spacing in the

order ofT1 and an overall duration in the order ofT1, prepares the spin system

in a state with virtually no net polarization (saturation),corresponding to an in-

finite spin temperature. After the pulse train is switched off, the spins repolarize

thanks to spin-spin relaxation process. The spin repolarization is probed by a spin

echo detection sequence, producing a spin coherence in thexy plane proportional

to longitudinal magnetization just before the detection pulses. The saturation re-

covery sequence is repeated at different evolution timesD1, thus obtaining an

experimental saturation recovery curve.

Figure 2.1.5: Sequence for the measurement of the spin-lattice relaxation time
(T1).
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2.2 Muon Spin Relaxation (µSR)

In this paragraph the main characteristics of Muon Spin Spectroscopy (historically

known asµSR, for Muon Spin Rotation, or Relaxation) are presented. The tech-

nique employs the muon as a local probe to study the properties of electrons and

molecules in matter[65, 66, 67, 68]. The muon is an unstable elementary particle,

originated by protons impinging on a solid target, via the intermediate production

of spin S = 0 pions. Muons can be generated with 100% spin polarization, thanks

to parity violation in the pion decay, and stopped inside thematerial under investi-

gation. The mean lifetime of the muon is roughly 2µs (see table2.1). This sets the

time-scale traced by the evolution of the spin of implanted muons, that is related to

the local magnetic field at the muon site. On this time-scale the spin direction can

be monitored as a function of time over a statistical ensemble of muons, thanks,

once more, to parity violation in the weak muon decay into twoneutrinos and an

electron, since the muon spin direction at the time of the decay is strongly cor-

related with the direction of emission of the latter. Thus muon spin spectroscopy

provides very similar information to NMR, with two specific advantages:

≻ A gyromagnetic ratio on average at least one order of magnitude larger than

that of good nuclear moments (over three times that of hydrogen), giving

enhanced sensitivity to low internal fields, and thus accessto a distinctly

larger frequency window;

≻ The possibility to implant the probes in any sample (whereasNMR must

rely on having a “good nucleus” in the chemical composition of the sample)

The table2.1reports also other physical properties of positive muons.

µ+ properties value
charge (qµ ) e= 1.60217733(49)·10−19 C

spin (Iµ ) 1/2
mass (mµ) 105.65839(34) MeV/c2∼ 0.12mp∼205me

magnetic momentum (µµ ) 4.88·10−3µB ∼ 8.9µN

gyromagnetic ratio (γµ/2π) 135.53420(51) MHz/T
mean lifetime (τµ ) 2.219703(4) µs

Table 2.1: Main properties of positive muons .
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High intensity, spin polarized muon beams are produced using proton accel-

erators. After the collision of two protons or a proton and a neutron, aπ+ is

produced. The pion half life-time is just 26 ns and from its decay a positive or

negative muon is produced via a two-body decay, as depicted in Figure2.2.1.

Figure 2.2.1: Scheme of the pion decay.

In its application as a condensed matter spectroscopy, theµSRtechnique has

been mainly developed for the positive particles, since they do not undergo nu-

clear capture, as negative muons do. Nuclear capture adds its atom-dependent,

largely unknown mean lifetime to the total decay time of the probe. The accurate

determination of the muon spin evolution relies on the very precise knowledge of

the latter (see Tab.2.1), hence it can be done for the positive muon only. Positive

muons in condensed matter behave as light isotopes of hydrogen nuclei. Entering

the sample muons quickly lose their excess kinetic energy until thermalization. In

molecules and molecular crystals they form a bond in an epithermal reaction sim-

ilar to protonation. The larger the molecule the more inequivalent additions result

from this process, yielding a finite but possibly large number of slightly inequiv-

alent probes, that will be integrally sampled in the ex- periment with amplitudes

depending on their formation probability. The implanted muon localizes in a few

hundreds picosecond. As mentioned above the muon decays into a positron and

two neutrinos:

µ+ → e++νµ +ν µ

Parity violation of the weak decay, together with the conservation of energy, linear

and angular momentum, implies an asymmetry in the positron emission direction

(see figure2.2.2). The direction of the emitted positron, the only detected par-

ticle in a µSRexperiment, is correlated with the instantaneous direction of the
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Figure 2.2.2: Asymmetry in the three body decay.

muon spin that at the time of decay. It is easy to see why this happens when

the positron is emitted opposite to both neutrinos, at the maximum positron en-

ergy Emax
∼= 50MeV. The two neutrinos are a pair of particle and antiparticle,

and parity violation imposes that they have opposite helicity, i.e. spin parallel or

antiparallel to their common linear momentum (specifically, the electron antineu-

trino along and muon neutrino opposite to momentum). Since the positron for E

= Emax is highly relativistic, it must also have its spin almost parallel or antiparal-

lel to its momentum. Parity violation, once again, imposes the parallel direction

for an antiparticle. Hence in this particular geometry the positron is emitted with

full asymmetry, only and almost exactly along the muon spin.However the muon

decay is a three body decay with a spectrum of energies and on average the asym-

metry is lower than full. The spec- trum of positron energiesranges between zero

andEmax. The positron emission probability as a function of its energy is given

[67] by:

P(θ) =
1

2π
p(E∗)(1+A(E∗)cos(θ))

where

E∗ =
E

Emax

p(E∗) =
2(E∗)−1
3−2(E∗)

with an energy dependent asymmetry parameter:

A(E∗) = (E∗)2(3−2(E∗))
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Here,θ is the angle between the muon spin and the positron emission direction,

p(E∗) andA(E∗) are the relative emission number and the asymmetry function.

Notice that A(1) = 1 as anticipated. By averaging P(E) over the all positron en-

ergies, which is roughly equivalent to the integral positron detection performed

experimentally, we obtain:

A0 = 〈A(E∗)〉=
ˆ 1

0
A(E∗)p(E∗)d(E∗) =

1
3

The non-zero value of the asymmetry parameter implies that,overall, the positrons

are still emitted preferentially along the muon spin direction. Let us see how

to exploit this asymmetry in simple cases, for instance whenthe presence of a

transverse magnetic field causes the precession of the implanted muon spin or

when there is no precession. The positron count rate in a detector as a function of

time is given by :

N(t) = N0

[
e
− t

τµ (1+A0P(t))+C
]
,

Here P(t) is the spin polarization function, representing the projection of the

muon spin unit vector at timet along the detector axis, that contains information

about the sample,C is an unavoidable time-independent count rate of uncorre-

lated events, andN0 is the unpolarized initial rate. Let us assume that the muon

site is unique. Further assume that the unique local magnetic field B (internal of

externally applied) is along ˆz and that the axis of the detector lies along ˆx. In this

case, referred to as transverse field (TF), the polarizationfunction is

P(t) = Gxx(t)cos(γµBt+θ)

Therefore, the positrons are emitted preferentially alongthe muon spin direction.

When the muon is implanted in the sample, the presence of a transverse magnetic

field causes the precession of the muon spin. Furthermore, ifthe projection of the

spin along the axis of the detector changes with time, the anisotropy ofA varies

and the time dependent count of detected positrons can be written as:

N(i)
e+ (t) = N(i)

e+ (0)
[
e−

t
τ (1+ ÃP(i)(t))+B(i)

0

]
,
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whereθ is the angle between the initial muon spin direction andx, zero in the

present special case. Therefore a coherent spin precessionis directly observed as

a time oscillation at the Larmor frequencyγµB in the positron count rate. The

factorGxx is the spin relaxation function describing the decay envelope of the os-

cillation. It originates from spin interactions analogousto those leading to NMR

T2 relaxation (see Section2.1). To be more precise, without the use of resonant

radio frequency pulses, like those employed in NMR, it is impossible to select

the dynamic part of the muon spin relaxation caused by time dependent excitation

coupled to the muon spin. Therefore the decay of the TFµSRpolarization is nor-

mally dominated byT∗
2 (see Section2.1).

In the other simple case, when the local field is either zero (ZF) or along the

initial muon spin direction (longitudinal, LF) the polarization corresponds to the

longitudinal relaxationP(t) = Gzz(t), and it is entirely analogous to the NMRT1

relaxation of a spin 1,i.e. a single exponential decay in simple cases (see Section

2.1).

When muons stop in two or more inequivalent sites the polarization must be sub-

stituted by a sum of similar terms, weighted by the probability of occupation,

or fraction f j , of each sitej. This is the so called (time-differential) asymmetry

function A(t) = A0∑ j f jPj(t). In order to easily extract it from positron counts,

instruments generally have pairs of nearly equivalent opposite detectors,(i,k) so

that the function is obtained as

A(t) =

(
Ni(t)−C(i)

)
−
(

Nk(t)−C(k)
)

N(i)
0 +N(k)

0

.

The ratio of the two detector efficiencies,α, may be used to renormalize one of

the two count rate.

Experimental Setup

TheµSR experiments reported in this work of thesis were carried out on the GPS

spectrometer at the continuous muon source of the SµS facility at the Paul Scher-

rer Institute (PSI) in Villigen (Switzerland). Figure2.2.3shows a sketch of the

GPS detectors.
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Figure 2.2.3: Sketch of GPS spectrometer. The four detectors are called F (for-
ward), B (Backward), U (up), and D (down).

With this instrument the four detectors may be grouped in twopairs (U-D and

F-B), when a transverse field is applied along ˆx, or in just two groups ((U+F)-

(D+B)), in a ZF configuration with the initial muon spin turned nearly 45 degrees

from ẑ towards ˆy by anad-hocupstream spin rotator. This last setup is the one

adopted to look for internal magnetic fields and longitudinal T1 relaxations. Mag-

netic fields exceeding 10 mT must be applied along the incoming beam direction

to avoid strong deflection of the low momentum (p≈26 MeV/c) charged muons,

resulting in their implantation outside the sample. In thiscase one can measure

spin precessions around the applied field in the U-D pair of detectors, with the

rotated initial spin. Longitudinal relaxation can be measured in the F-B detectors

by leaving the initial muon spin along the beam. Generally, since the relative effi-

ciencies of the four detector depends strongly on the exact position of the sample

in the detector setup, a low field TF experiment is carried outat high temperature

to calibrate the experiment after each sample mounting. A fitof these calibration

data provides the value of the detector dependent constantsinfluencing the count

rates, specifically the ratioα of the detector efficiencies. It furthermore provides

the reference maximum asymmetryA0 , in the simple case, or a corresponding

effective quantity that takes into account also the sum of observed muon fractions

and other experimental effects. In the case of our single molecule magnets the rest

of the experiment is carried out either in zero or in longitudinal field, to investigate

the field dependence of the longitudinalT1 relaxation induced by the electron spin

dynamics of the single molecule.
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Relaxation functions

For the sake of completion we describe below a few other relaxation functions that

are relevant forµSRstudies in magnetic materials. They are relevant also for sin-

gle molecule magnets although we have not employed them in the investigations

reported in this thesis. In the simplest single crystal experiment on a ferromagnet,

an antiferromagnet of a ferrimagnet, muons stop at a unique site, characterized by

a single value of the local magnetic fieldB. The field however may form any angle

θ with the initial muon spin direction, depending on the single crystal orientation.

In this case the muon spin will precess around the magnetic field B along a cone

of apertureθ . Assuming the initial spin direction along the axis of a detector pair

the measured polarization is given by:

P(t) = cos2θ +sin2θcos(γµ |B| t)

The squared cosine term is the so called longitudinal component, due to the pro-

jection of the muon spin along the field direction. This component does not change

during the precession and it may be relaxed by fluctuating transverse fields. It is

therefore multiplied by a relaxation function of the typeGzz(t), a T1relaxation

function. The squared sine term is the precessing, or transverse component and it

decays according toGxx(t), a T2-like relaxation. In a polycrystal the direction of

the local magnetic field varies randomly among domains. The polycrystal average

in this case yields:

P(t) =
1
3
+

2
3

cos(γµ |B| t)

where1
3 constant may be viewed as the average longitudinal component and the

2
3 amplitude of the precession corresponds to the average transverse components.

They are therefore relaxed according to the functions described before

P(t) =
1
3

Gzz(t)+
2
3

Gxx(t)cos(γµ |B| t)

Another case of interest is when the components of the local field at the muon

(unique) site are randomly distributed. The observed polarization function is the

so-called static Kubo-Toyabe (KT) function, [69], with two significant examples
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(shown in Fig.2.2.4). In particular, the Gaussian form of this function

GG(t) =
1
3

[
1+2(1− (∆t)2)e−

(∆t)2

2

]

is appropriate to describe the case of a muon surrounded by the randomly ori-

ented nuclear magnetic moments, or a similar distribution of electronic moments.

On the other hand, the Lorentzian KT function

GL(t) =
1
3

[
1+2(1− (∆t)e−∆t

]

better describes the same systems in the diluted regimes (e.g. when nuclei with

zero spin are much more abundant than nuclei with a spin).

Figure 2.2.4: Examples of Kubo-Toyabe relaxation functions. Blu line: Gaussian
distribution of fields. Red line: Lorentzian distribution fields. Both functions
recover one third of the initial asymmetry at long times, corresponding to the
average longitudinal component of the local fields over the distribution.

2.3 SQuID-magnetometry

The DC and AC magnetometric measurements were performed on aMPMS XL-

5 SQuID (Superconducting Quantum Interference Device) magnetometer. With

this instrument it is possible to perform measurements as a function of the applied

magnetic field (variable between -5 and 5 T;i.e. hysteresis loops), of temperature

(variable in the range 2-400 K), and frequency (1 Hz to 10 kHz;i.e. AC suscep-

tometry). The instrument is equipped with a helium flow cryostat. We illustrate

here its working principle in the dc operating mode, the ac susceptometer being a
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variant of this scheme. The instrument is based on the superconducting quantum

interference phenomenon occurring in a sensor consisting of two Josephson junc-

tions connected in parallel (superconductor-insulator- superconductor). The phase

of the superconducting order parameter is modulated by the presence of magnetic

flux in the area of the junction, that changes by 2π whenever the magnetic flux

changes by the flux quantumφ0 = 2.07× 10−15Wb. The device is not directly

coupled to the field from the sample. To further enhance sensitivity the SQUiD is

inductively coupled to a closed circuit of four identical, oppositely wound, super-

conducting coaxial coils, providing a second order gradiometer. A magnetic field

gradient from a point sample couples to the gradiometer, generating a net flux

through the four coils that is maximum when the sample is balanced between the

two central coils and minimum when displaced either to the left or to the right (see

figure 2.3.1). The flux can be measured by reading indirectly the compensating

voltage that must be inductively fed to the circuit to keep the SQuID at zero phase,

i.e. in the condition that maximizes its superconducting amplitude. The magnetic

moment of the sample is normally generated by a uniform magnetic field pro-

vided by a superconducting solenoid. The second order gradiometer guarantees

insensitivity to this main field.

Figure 2.3.1: Centering of the sample in a second order gradiometer (bottom fig-
ure) and the detected voltage signal (top figure). The detection coils are con-
stituted by a single superconducting wire wrapped in a set offour coils in the
configuration of the second order gradiometer, in order to cut the inhomogeneity
of the magnetic field.
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The signal shown at the top of figure2.3.1is generated by lifting or lowering

the sample coaxially with the gradiometer in the region of maximum field ho-

mogeneity. The signal is fitted to a standard shape function,whose amplitude is

proportional to the magnetic moment of the sample. In the dc measurement the

variation of the external magnetic field takes place in steps, and the measurements

are performed after each steps. The ratio of the measured magnetic moment m to

the field intensity is proportional to the dc susceptibility, in the small field limit. In

the ac measurements an additional small amplitude uniform field is superimposed

to the static one. The gradiometer is again insensitive to the flux due to this field,

thanks to its uniformity, and measures instead the instantaneous induced response

to the alternating gradient of the sample. The ac susceptibility, the derivative of

the measured magnetic moment per unit volume M with respect to applied field

H, is thus recorded. In this case SQUID circuits including the double gradiometer

and the feedback system are read by a lock-in amplifier according to the scheme

of figure2.3.2.

Figure 2.3.2: The measuring circuit of the ac RF-SQUiD susceptometer. The
lockin amplifier records the in-phase and out-of-phase response signal to the low
frequency excitation.

In the literature it is common to report theχT as a function of temperature

to highlight deviations from the paramagnetic behaviour ofnon interacting spins
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(whereχT assumes a constant value), as predicted by the Curie law:

χT =
Ng2µ2

B

3kB
S(S+1).

Curie-Weiss behavior consists in a similar linear higher temperature regime above

|Θ| ,
χ(T −Θ) =

Ng2µ2
B

3kB
S(S+1)

and in a different functional form forT < |Θ|. An estimate of the magnetic mo-

ment is readily extracted from a fit to the above formulas, while magnetic cou-

plings can be extracted from the critical temperature, approximated either as the

intercept|Θ|between the temperature axis and the linear fit of the Curie regime

or from the low temperature behavior. Positive intercept isindicative of a fer-

romagnetic coupling and negative intercept is indicative of an antiferromagnetic

coupling, although more complex cases may occur. The temperature dependent

magnetization and susceptibility are generally measured distinguishing between

Zero Field Cooling (ZFC) or Field Cooling (FC) measurements. In the former

case, the sample is cooled at the base temperature in zero field and then measured

by rising the temperature under an applied magnetic field. Ina FC measurement,

the sample is cooled in an applied magnetic field and measuredboth during cool-

ing and during the subsequent heating. The differences between FC and ZFC are

important in those systems that show non reversible processes, such as superpara-

magnets, spin glasses, and superconductors.

AC measurements

AC susceptibility[70, 71, 72] is a sensitive technique especially useful for the

investigation of phase transitions and magnetic relaxations [73]. An alternating

current flows through the coil, generating a small oscillating magnetic field (H1)

that usually does not exceeds 10 Oe. The measurement can be done also in a static

field (H0), parallel to the oscillating field, so that the effective applied magnetic

field becomes:

H = H0+H1cos(ωt),
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whereω is the angular frequency of the AC-current.

Figure 2.3.3: A schematic magnetization curve explaining the differences between
χDC andχAC[1].

The magnetization response of the sample can be a non-linearfunction of

the field (H), as shown in figure2.3.3. Anyway, for small field oscillations the

response is in general linear and∆M/∆H corresponds to the susceptibility. The

major advantage of this technique resides on the fact that the dynamics of the

magnetization can be easily investigated by varying the frequency (ω). The AC

susceptibility is a complex value and can be written as

χAC = χ ′−χ ′′,

where the real part (χ ′) is related to the reversible magnetization process, in-phase

with the oscillating field, while the imaginary component (χ ′′) is related to losses

due to irreversible magnetization processes. The thermodynamic model for the

relaxation of a magnetic system in the oscillating field was derived by Casmir and

du Pré [74], in terms of the adiabaticχS=
(

∂M
∂H

)
S

and isothermalχT =
(

∂M
∂H

)
T

susceptibilities:

χ(ω) = χs+
χT −χs

1+(iωτ)
.
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The complexχ(ω) has real and immaginary components:

χ ′ =
χT −χs

1+ω2τ2 +χs

χ ′′ =
(χT −χs)ωτ

1+ω2τ2 ,

whereχT is the isothermal susceptibility in the low frequency limit(ωτ ≪ 1)

and is related to spin-lattice relaxation.χS is the adiabatic susceptibility, in the

high frequency limit (ωτ ≫ 1). The latter case is related to spin-spin relaxation

processes, when the system has no time to exchange energy with the external

world. The parameterτ is the time required to reach the thermal equilibrium.

When the dynamics of the relaxation process is described by awell behaved,

symmetric distribution of relaxation times, rather than a single timeτ, a simple

empirical law may be considered:

χ(ω) = χs+
χT −χs

1+(iωτ)1−α .

Hereτ is the average value over the distribution, i.e the central value. The param-

eterα > 0 is related to the width of the distribution, sinceα = 0 reproduces the

case of a single relaxation time. In molecular magnets the measurements of the

ac susceptibility is usually car- ried out by varying the temperature at a relatively

small number of frequencies. Ifτ changes with temperature, as in mechanisms

involving energy exchange with the phonon bath, the conditionωτ(T) = 1 corre-

sponds to a maximum in the imaginary part of the susceptibility (χ ′′), as it can be

seene.gby inspection in the previous equation.

Probing electron spin dynamics

Cc-susceptibility NMR, andµSRrelaxations give access to low frequency elec-

tron dynamics. They involve the transition between electronic spin states, either

directly, as in the case of the magnetic susceptibility, or indirectly, through the

nuclear or muon coupling to the electron susceptibility. Inthe case of suscepti-

bility, energy conservation requires that an additional excitation is involved, and

the most common is a phonon mode,i.e. a quantized collective motion of atoms
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in the molecule or in the lattice. Since the electron gyromagnetic ratio is much

larger than those of the spin probes, either the muon or the nucleus, the spin flip

of an electron typically does not match in energy the spin flipof muons or nuclei.

This implies that energy cannot be conserved in a process involving only the spin

probes and the electrons. Also in this case the consequence is that phonons must

be involved. A more detailed description of the possible relaxation processes can

be found in the literature [42, 75]. Here, a brief account of phonon driven relax-

ation mecha- nisms is reported. In the case of molecular magnets, we distinguish

three different phonon processes:

≻ Thedirect processtakes place when the energy of the spin transition matches

exactly the phonon energy, so that a direct transfer may takeplace between

the spin system and the lattice phonon bath (casea in figure2.3.4)

≻ A Raman processis a two-phonon process, involving the absorption of a

phonon of energyhν1 from an excited electron state and its relaxation to

the ground state with the subsequent emission of another phonon of energy

hν2.The energy of the spin transition must be equal to the difference of the

two phonon energies,h(ν1−ν2)(caseb in figure2.3.4).

≻ An Orbach processis a two-phonon process in which one of them,hν1 is

absorbed by an excited state 2, inducing its transition to a higher excited

state, 3. The relaxation of 3 to the ground state, 1 , is accompanied by the

emission of a larger energy,hν2phonon. Energy conservation imposes that

E2−E1 = h(ν2−ν1) (casec in figure2.3.4).
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Figure 2.3.4: Phonon-assisted relaxation. (a) Direct relaxation into the ground
state under the emission of a phonon, (b) The two-phonon Raman process, (c)
The two-phonon Orbach process[75].

Since the flip of the spin probe has a non-vanishing energy cost, the energy con-

serving direct process, where a phonon is directly absorbedor emitted to cause an

electron spin transition, cannot contribute to NMR andµSRrelaxations. There-

fore they are dominated by Raman and Orbach processes.
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Chapter 3

Regular closed ring: The case of Cr9

One of the most studied AF rings isCr8[76, 77, 48, 78, 79], which is formed

by eight AF-coupledCr3+ ions (s = 3/2)[15, 80]. Heterometallic rings with a

magnetic ground state can be obtained from homonuclear ringby chemical sub-

stitution of one or two magnetic centers. In particular,Cr7M rings (M = Zn, Cd,

Mn, Ni) are derived fromCr8 by substitution of one divalent cation M for a triva-

lent Cr ion [81]. The attention is now focusing on the last missing members of the

AF rings family: closed rings characterized by an odd numberof magnetic ions.

This kind of molecules is very important because they can be considered as model

systems for the study of frustration-induced properties. Indeed, if these rings have

a regular geometry and half-integer local spins, they obey the definition of degen-

erate frustration given by O. Kahn [82], displaying a degenerate pair of S = 1/2

doublets as ground states. However, sizeable structural distortions in the geome-

try of these molecular polygons lead to the removal of frustration and thus of the

degeneracy in the ground state, even if there are still competing AF interactions

[82]. The first example of AF ring withN = 9 is Cr8Ni [83, 84], which how-

ever is not frustrated since theNi2+ ion breaks the nonagonal symmetry. The first

examples ofCr9 rings have been synthesized and studied [85], but none of them

displays the characteristics of a degenerate-frustrated ring. Indeed, they all have at

least one significant bond defect, leading to a sizeable removal of the degeneracy

in the S = 1/2 ground state or even to a ground state with S > 1/2.In this para-

graph, we investigate the magnetic properties and the phonon-induced relaxation
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dynamics of the the first regularCr9F9{O2CC(CH3)2}18 molecule, in shortCr9,

which represents a prototype of a practically degenerate-frustrated homometallic

ring [52]. In this compound all the Cr-Cr edges are bridged in the sameway, by

one fluoride and two pivalate ligands (see Figure3.0.1) and susceptibility and low

temperature magnetization measurements are very well reproduced by assuming

a single exchange constant.

Figure 3.0.1: Molecular structure ofCr9F9{O2CC(CH3)2}18, in shortCr9. In
Green, Cr; red, O; grey, C; yellow, F (hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity).

While magnetic relaxation in even-membered AF rings like Fe6 and Cr8 has

already been theoretically and experimentally investigated, no equivalent experi-

mental or theoretical studies exist on frustrated AF rings.The molecule contains

nine AF-coupledCr3+ ions (si = 3/2) and it can be described by the following spin

Hamiltonian:

H = J
9

∑
i=1

si · si+1+gµBB ·
9

∑
i=1

si , (3.0.1)

where the first term represents the isotropic Heisenberg exchange interaction, with

the same exchange parameterJ for all the Cr-Cr bonds, while the last one is the

Zeeman coupling to an external magnetic field. Previously studiedCr9 molecules

have had one significant bond defect, with only one pivalate and one fluoride on

one Cr-Cr edge [86], leading to a significantly weaker exchange interaction be-

tween those twoCr3+ ions. TheCr9 variant studied in this thesis, has identical

bridging on each edge, with one fluoride and two pivalates present on each edge.

Therefore, this is the first case of aCr9 ring in which theC9 symmetry axis is pre-

served and not removed by local distortions. This can prove to be interesting since
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frustration in molecular nanomagnets yields energy spectra with degenerate levels

and novel physical properties, which affect their relaxation dynamics [87, 60]. The

exchange parameter was determined by susceptibility and low-temperature mag-

netization measurements (Fig.3.0.2). DC SQUID magnetometry has been per-

formed on a powdered sample ofCr9 on a MPMS XL-5 SQUID magnetometer,

in the temperature range of 2-300 K and field range of 0-5 T.

-

Figure 3.0.2: The temperature dependence of theχT of Cr9 (black squares)
is compared with the theoretical model (solid line). Inset:Experimental (blue
squares) and calculated (solid line) magnetization per molecule at T = 2 K as a
function of the applied magnetic field. All the calculationswere made with the
Hamiltonian3.0.1J = 1.35 meV andg = 1.98.

The monotonic decrease of theχT highlights the presence of dominant AF

interactions within the molecule, leading to a low-spin ground state. Moreover,

the low-temperature magnetization curve saturates to 1µB, suggesting an S = 1/2

ground state (see figure3.0.2. The measurements are well reproduced by the

model Hamiltonian of Eq.3.0.1with a single AF exchange parameter J = 1.35

meV. Within this model, theCr9 molecule has a perfectC9 symmetry and, there-

fore, geometrical frustration. Figure3.0.3shows the spectrum of the energy levels

as a function of the total spin of the molecule.
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Figure 3.0.3: Top: Spectrum of the energy levels calculatedwith Hamiltonian in
Eq.3.0.1with J=1.35 meV and B = 0. Energy levels are arranged into multiplets
of given total pin S with degeneracy (2S + 1). Due to frustration, the lowest total-
spin multiplets are two-fold. Bottom: the lowest total-spin multiplets are shown
as a function of the external magnetic fields.The ground state energy is set to zero
for each value of B.

The lowest-energy multiplets in this spectrum are twofold degenerate, as ex-

pected from the model.

3.1 NMR as a probe of relaxation dynamics

In order to study the relaxation dynamics,1H pulsed NMR experiments have

been performed on powdered samples ofCr9 by means of a HyReSpect NMR-
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spectrometer [64] as a function of the temperature for different applied magnetic

fields. The interpretation of these data has allowed us to estimate the spin-phonon

coupling strength and to study the decay of the molecular magnetization (see para-

graph1.3). The 1/T1 relaxation rate has been determined by monitoring the re-

covery of the longitudinal nuclear magnetization after thefull irradiation of the

nuclear absorption line, by using a comb of radiofrequency pulses followed by a

π/2−π/2 solid-echo sequence. The results of these measurements are reported

in figure 3.1.1. The temperature-dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rate

1/T1 is shown in figure3.1.1, normalized toχT, which is proportional to the size

of equilibrium fluctuations.(1/T1)/(χT) displays a peak at 10 K when B = 0.55

T, and its maximum shifts to higher temperature as far as the external field is

increased.

Figure 3.1.1: 1
T1χT experimental (open symbols) and calculated (filled marks) data

as a function of the temperature for different applied magnetic fields. Calculations
are made exploiting equation2.1.6and taking into account the wipeout effect.

As one can evince from Figure3.1.2, the maximum of 1
T1χT deviates from the

Bloembergen-Purcell-Pound (BPP) behavior ,i.e. the height of the peaks does not
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scale exactly as 1/B, differently from what observed in the even-numbered ho-

mometallic ringCr8, where the spin dynamics is characterized by a single domi-

nating relaxation rateλ0 and the BPP model perfectly describes the data. [48].

Figure 3.1.2: Maximum of the 1
T1χT peaks compared with the BPP behaviour

(here calculated for B=1.55 T) in log-log scale, A deviationfrom the BPP model
is evident forCr9. The inset figure shows the BPP behaviour ofCr8.

This deviation from the BPP model suggests that theCr9 has more than one

relevant relaxation frequency in the temperature range where 1
T1χT displays a

peak, even if it’s homometallic. In order to analyze the experimental data, the

Redfield theory of relaxation process has been applied [58][56]. The origin of

the peak in the temperature-dependence of(1/T1)/(χT) can be understood by

using equation1.3.3 to rewrite the Fourier transforms of the correlation func-

tions at the Larmor frequencyS
sq
i sq′

j
(±ωL) of equation2.1.6. In the case of ho-

mometallic AF rings, only a single lorentzian dominates thesum in equation

1.3.3[46, 88] and (1/T1)/(χT) displays a peak at the temperature at which the

relaxation rate of this lorentzian matchesωL. Indeed, for each eigenstate|t〉,
〈t|sp

i |t〉= 〈t|sp
j |t〉= 1

N 〈t|Sp |t〉, whereSP = ∑i s
p
i is thep component of the total

spin operator. If the relaxation dynamics is not mono-lorentzian but the different

relevant rates are close to one another when they approachωL, we have again a
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single-peak in the(1/T1)/(χT) [89, 60]. Cr9 NMR data point to this second case.

dExperimental data are interpreted within the theoreticalframework illustrated in

paragraph1.3 and2.1. By fitting the position of the peak in temperature, it is

possible to determine the spin-phonon coupling strengthγ and the value obtained

for B=0.55 T isγ = 4×10−4THz−1. This value well reproduces also the height

and the position of the 1/(T1χT) peaks for other values of magnetic fields. Thus,

we obtain a good overall quantitative agreement between data and calculations.

Furthermore, the value of found forCr9 is similar to that of other related AF ring

like Cr7Ni andCr8 (γ = 2.8×10−4THz−1 [89]).

As previously discussed in paragraph2.1, the NMR signal measurements are af-

fected by wipeout effect,i.e. the signal loss due to the enhancement of the protons’

transverse relaxation rate (1/T2) over the limit imposed by the experimental setup,

corresponding to 10−15µs . Thus, to calculate the spin-lattice relaxation rate of

Cr9 we take into account also the wipeout effect. For each hydrogen we calculate

1/T1 and 1/T2 as a function of the temperature, the orientation and the modulus

of the applied magnetic field with2.1.6and2.1.7. Then we retain only the hy-

drogen nuclei whose transverse relaxation rate is lower than the above-mentioned

thresold. In order to obtain the(1/T1)/(χT) curves ofCr9in fig. 3.1.1, we set

1/Tthresh
2 = 81.7ms−1 , corresponding toTthresh

2 = 12.2µs (Note that the experi-

mental threshold is 10−15µs). Furthermore, the comparison between experimen-

tal data and calculations of(1/T1)/(χT) performed retaining all the protons in the

molecule (dashed line&scatter in Fig.3.1.1) shows the extent of the signal loss due

to the wipeout effect, which is, as expected stronger at low fields. Thus, we can

conclude that the wipeout effect is a crucial ingredient in the interpretation of
1H−NMR experimental data. Experimentally, the measurement ofthe transverse

nuclear magnetization (MH
xy(t)) has been carried out by using aπ/2−π/2 solid-

echo sequence and the absolute value of the NMR signal has been extrapolated

by the echo amplitude of the decay curve at zero time. TheMH
xy(0)T is propor-

tional to the number of protons resonating at the irradiation frequency. Transverse

nuclear magnetization measurements as a function of temperature have been per-

formed at B = 0.55 T since wipeout is generally stronger at small fields. The latter

is displayed in figure3.1.3and compared with the theoretical model of equation

3.0.1by taking into account equation2.1.7. As expected, the number of detected
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protons clearly decreases by decreasing the temperature [63]. Furthermore, cal-

culations well reproduce the wipeout effect, thus confirming the reliability of the

model.

Figure 3.1.3: The fraction of protons probed by NMR (open squares), obtained
as described in the text, is compared with the theoretical prediction (filled squares
and line).

Altough the wipeout effect is commonly observed as a function of the temper-

ature, a field dependent measurements would allow to detect the position of the

level crossing. In fact, at the levels crossings of both 1/T1 and 1/T2 rates increase,

due to the inelastic contributions to the relaxations dynamics, leading to a strong

wipeout effect. This effect in the proximity of the level crossing was observed for

the first time in theCr8Zn molecular nanomagnet [50]. We have therefore mea-

suredMH
xy(0)T as a function of the applied magnetic field at T = 8 K, in order to

populate the lowest excited levels involved in the crossing.
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Figure 3.1.4: Renormalized transverse nuclear magnetization

(
MH

xy(0)T
B

)
of Cr9

as a function of the applied magnetic field B at T = 8 K. Data havebeen also
renormalized so that the maximum value of the magnetizationin the explored
magnetic fields range is set to 1.

The experimental sequence for the measurements is the same described for the

wipeout as a function of the temperature, with the exceptionthat, in the present

case, one has to ensure that the line is fully irradiated. Theanalysis of the data is

different. TheMH
xy(0) is divided by the applied magnetic field in order to eliminate

the effect of the Boltzmann population of the nuclear Zeemanlevels. The energy

levels scheme as a function of the magnetic field is reported in the fig.3.0.3, show-

ing a level crossing between the first and the second excited levels at 5.4 T. The

transverse nuclear magnetization, shown in figure3.1.4, displays a minimum be-

tween 5 and 5.5 T, indicating a strong wipeout effect and confirming the position

of the level crossing field.

3.2 Study of the relaxation dynamics of Cr9 ring

The unique free parameter of the microscopic model describing the relaxation

dynamic of MNMs is the spin-phonon coupling strength (γ), see1.3.2, and it has

been determined from the analysis of NMR data. This parameter allows to study

the relaxation dynamics of the cluster by analyzing the spectrum of fluctuations
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of the cluster magnetization given by [90]:

SM,M(ω,T,B) = ∑
i=1,n

A(λi,T,B)
λi(T,B)

λ 2
i (T,B)+ω2

(3.2.1)

The calculated weights A(T,B;λi) relative to the characteristic relaxation rates (λi)

of the autocorrelation of the magnetization (eq3.2.1) are shown in figure3.2.1as

a function of the inverse temperature for three values of theapplied magnetic.

Figure 3.2.1: Intensity plots maps showing the calculated weights A(T,B;λi) of
the magnetization autocorrelation versus 1/T for B=0.001,0.55 and 3 T respec-
tively. The red line represents the proton Larmor frequency(ωL). The weigths
(A(T,B;λi)) have been normalized byχT, for each value of temperature in the
spectra, which is proportional to the size of the equilibrium fluctuations.
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When the relaxation ratesλi intersect the Larmor frequencyωL (red line), 1/T1

displays a peak. It is worth to stress thatγ merely fixes the relaxation timescale (a

variation ofγ produces a rigid vertical shifts in figure3.2.1). In the temperature

range of 10K . T . 15K , where the peak of 1/T1 is observed, the dynamics is

described by several rates with an appreciable weights but very close in frequency

to one another. This fact explains why a single peak in the(1/T1)/(χT)(T) is

observed in spite of a multi-time relaxation dynamics. OnlybelowT ≃ 3K there

is a single relaxation process, whose T-dependence followsthe Arrhenius law.

The analysis of the eigenvectors and of the matrix elements of the rate matrixW

allow to understand the dominant relaxation processes. ForT< 3 K and at low

field the levels involved in the process are the two degenerate S= 1/2 ground

doublets and the second excitedS= 3/2 multiplets with E = 23.7 K (blue arrows

in figure3.2.2).This corresponds to an Orbach’s process following the Arrhenius

law with an energy barrier around∆/kB ⋍ 24K [2.3.4], which is the dominant one

up toT ∼= 7K.

Figure 3.2.2: Relaxation paths corresponding to the dominant relaxation ratesλi

of Cr9 for B→ 0 in the low-temperature regime (T= 2 K, blue arrows) and at T =
11 K (red arrows).

At aboutT = 3K , a second rate becomes relevant in the relaxation dynamics,

corresponding to a process from the two degenerate first excited multiplets with S

= 3/2 and E = 14.4 K towards higher excited levels with S = 1/2 and S = 5/2. At
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temperatures close to the 1/T1 peak, these processes become the dominant ones

(red arrows in figure3.2.2). The presence of an applied magnetic field leads to

a faster relaxation, especially at low T. The dynamics stillhave a multiple-times

character above 3 K and the relevant relaxation paths alwaysinvolve the same

total-spin multiplets, even if split by the Zeeman interaction.

By comparing the relaxation dynamics ofCr9 and with that of the even-membered

parent compundCr8 [48], is found that both clusters are characterized by one sin-

gle dominating Arrhenius process at low temperature, although inCr9 other re-

laxation processes emerge at significantly lower temperatures . In addition, the

present model is characterized by the twofold degeneracy ofthe relevant relax-

ation ratesλi(T) in Cr9, which reflects the symmetry of Eqs.3.0.1, 1.3.2. These

degeneracies are in fact a peculiar characteristic of highly symmetrical frustrated

MNMs [87, 60]. These degeneracies are in fact a peculiar characteristicof highly

symmetrical frustrated MNMs and can be lifted by reducing the symmetry of the

molecule. For instance, by assuming that single Cr-Cr bond is different from the

others and thus introducing a different exchange couplingJ′ = 1.1J for this bond,

the cluster is still characterized by competing AF interactions, although the de-

generacy of the energy levels is removed.

Figure 3.2.3: Intensity plot maps showing the calculated weights A(T,B;λi)
of the magnetization autocorrelation versus 1/T for B=0.001 T. The plot maps
(A(T,B;λi)), have been normalized byχT, for each value of temperature in the
spectra, which is proportional to the size of the equilibrium fluctuations.
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In this case the relaxation dynamics is dominated by two distinct rates even

at low temperature (see figure3.2.3) showing the typical behavior of a cluster

with competing AF interactions. A lifting of these degeneracies can be obtained

also by assuming a less-symmetric form of the magneto-elastic coupling. Such

a coupling can also lead to sizeable transition-probabilities between the ground

manifold and the lowest-energy S = 3/2 multiplets, leading to a faster relaxation

at very low temperatures. The degeneracy between the two S = 1/2 ground multi-

plets and the corresponding perfect frustration is expected to be slightly broken at

low temperature due to the Jahn-Teller theorem.

A very interesting experiment would be to exploit high-resolution four-dimensional

inelastic neutron scattering to study the low-energy peak corresponding to the

transition between the two nearly degenerate S = 1/2 multiplets [91]. The de-

pendence of the intensity of this peak over the momentum transfer vector would

yield direct information on how the frustration is removed and on the associated

low-frequency quantum dynamics.

Figure 3.2.4: Calculated temperature-dependence of the lifetime of the levels
of the two S = 1/2 ground doublets for several values of the applied magnetic
field. Continuous and dashed lines correspond to|S= 1/2, M = −1/2 > and
|S= 1/2, M = 1/2>, respectively.

The spin dynamics associated to this low-energy peak will bedamped on a

time-scale depending on the average of the lifetimes of the involved levels. The
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here-determined model of the magnetic relaxation ofCr9 are used to calculate the

effect of spin-phonon interaction on the lifetimes of the lowest-energy levels. The

calculated temperature-dependence of the lifetime of the ground S = 1/2 manifold

for several values of the magnetic field are shown in figure3.2.4. At low temper-

ature the lifetime is very long and can be also controlled by applying an external

magnetic fields, making the previously mentioned experiment very promising if

large high-quality crystals become available. It is worth to add that direct tran-

sitions between the two S = 1/2 doublets should not strongly limit the lifetimes,

because of the small phonon density associated with a very small energy gap.

3.3 Spin dynamics in AF even open/closed rings

As representative of molecules belonging to the family of even rings, the open

Cr8Zn is compared with the closedCr8 ring[51]. In figure 3.3.1the relaxation

rates ( 1
T1χT ) of the openCr8Zn and closed ringCr8 are reported as a function of

the temperature for two different external magnetic fields.Two peaks have been

observed in the 1
T1χT in both systems: one at 10K . T . 15K and the second

below 4 K. In particular, the latter is well resolved only forCr8Zn, while the the

main peak is well defined and could be fitted by a single relaxation rate. The low-

T peak is attributed to another correlation frequency of themagnetization, thus the
1

T1χT curves can be fitted by:

1
T1χT

= A

[
λ1(T,B)

λ 2
1(T,B)+ω2

L

+
λ2(T,B)

λ 2
2 (T,B)+ω2

L

]
(3.3.1)

where A is proportional to the average square of the dipolar interaction between

the protons and the magnetic ions,λ1,2 are the two correlation frequencies in the

spectrum of fluctuations of the cluster magnetization, andωL is the proton Larmor

frequency.
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Figure 3.3.1:Cr8Zn andCr8
1

T1χT are reported as a function of the temperature in
log-scale (in order to highlight the low temperature peaks), for different applied
fields. [51]

The data have been fitted according to equation3.3.1. The correlation fre-

quency is is assumed to have a power law dependence,ωc(T) =CTα as found in

most molecular rings and clusters [66].

C1(rad s−1) α1 C2(rad s−1) α2

Cr8Zn 2.8×104 3.5 60×104 7
Cr8 1.8×104 3.5 8 ×104 7

Table 3.1: The values of the parameters obtained from the best fit for 1/T1χT data
for theCr8Zn ‘open’ andCr8 ‘closed’ rings

The much larger value of the temperature exponent (α2 = 7 ) for the secondary

correlation frequency indicates a different relaxation mechanism of the magnetiza-

tion possibly related to Raman spin-phonon processes [92]. The difference could

be related to the much smaller gap, from the non-magnetic ground states and the

first excited magnetic states observed inCr8Zn with respect toCr8.
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Chapter 4

Breaking of the ring: The case of

Cr8Cd

The magnetically-open AF rings likeCr8Cd [53] are model systems for the study

of the microscopic magnetic behaviour of finite AF Heisenberg chains [93]. In this

type of systems the magnetic behaviour depends length and onthe parity of the

chain (odd or even)[94, 95]. Traditionally the experimental study of finite chain

effects has involved a top–down approach [96], where an ideal infinite chain of

magnetic atoms was “cut” by introducing diamagnetic impurities. This produces

an ensemble of chains with different lengths and different parities. However, the

advances in building short chains of atoms using the capabilities of scanning tun-

nelling microscope tips to perform atom-by-atom manipulations has opened the

possibility of creating more controlled short chain systems [97, 98]. An alternative

and promising option is provided by AF rings, thanks to high degree of control

which has been achieved in the chemistry of magnetic molecules. In addition

heterometallic rings have been proposed as possible candidates for the implemen-

tation of qubits for quantum computation. Thus, it is very important to know the

local spin configuration, in order to be able to control and manipulate the mag-

netic state.[6, 27, 28]. TheCr8Cd open ring has already been studied by polarized

neutron diffraction [17]. It was found that the arrangment of the magnetic mo-

ments is non collinear (NC),i.e. if we consider a classical spin configuration, the

z-component of the magnetic moment(µi) for the sites closer to the edges of the
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chain is much larger than in the middle of the chain. The competition between

the Zeeman and the exchange interactions originates the NC spin structure, as

depicted in Figure4.0.1within a classical spin model:

Figure 4.0.1: TheCr8Cd chain in an external magnetic field shows a non collinear
spin structure in the classical spin ground state configuration. In order to obtain
this configuration, a classical spin Hamiltonian have been considered, with only
first-neighbours exchange interactions. [99][17]

The same type of information can be extracted by means of local probes, for

instance, by performing NMR experiments on53Cr nuclei, as already demon-

strated in previous works. [29, 100]. Thus, we have measured53Cr-NMR spectra

on Cr8Cd, in order to study local spin densities on the Cr sites in an open-even

ring. The molecule, reported in top-figure4.0.2, is indeed a parent compound of

Cr8, where the introduction of theCd2+ non-magnetic impurity breaks the cyclic

symmetry with an open boundary condition, leading to an effective model sys-

tem for an open-even chain. Each molecule can be described bythe following

Hamiltonian:

He = J
7

∑
i=1

si ·si+1+
8

∑
i=1

dis
2
i,z+µBg

8

∑
i=1

si ·H, (4.0.1)

where the first term is the nearest-neighbours isotropic Heisenberg exchange in-

teraction,si is the spin operator for the i-th ion in the molecule. The second

term describes a small uniaxial single-ion anisotropy. Thelast term represents the

Zeeman coupling to an external magnetic field. INS measurements on the parent

Cr8Zn compound and magnetization measurements onCr8Cd yield J =1.32 meV,

d = -0.036 meV and g=1.98 [16, 18, 17]. The crystals ofCr8Cd are characterized

by two molecules per unit cell (bottom figure4.0.2). For this reason the external

magnetic field has been applied with an angle ofθ = 27° with respect to the c-axis

of molecules ,i.e. the axis perpendicular to the plane of the ring, and parallelto

the b-axis of the unit cell. This experimental configurationhas been choosen in

order to induce equal components of the magnetic field along the c-axis of both

molecules in the unit cell.
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Figure 4.0.2: Top: TheCr8Cd molecule, Cr atoms are represented in green, Cd in
purple, O in red, F in yellow and C in black. Hydrogen ions are omitted for clarity.
Bottom: two inequivalent molecules are clearly distinguable within the unit cell.

Figure 4.0.3 shows the calculated energy level scheme of the Hamiltonian

4.0.1as a function of the external magnetic field forθ = 27°. This value guar-

antees the same orientation of the two inequivalent molecules of the crystalline

structure in the field. A level-crossing (LC) is found at 2.6 Tand an anti-LC at 4.8

T between excited states.
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Figure 4.0.3: Energy level scheme ofCr8Cd as a function of the external magnetic
field calculated forθ=27°.

The major difficulty of53Cr-NMR measurements is due to the low natural

abundance and the low sensitivity of the probe, as one can evince from the table

4.1.

Table 4.1: NMR Properties of53Cr.

A Hahn-echo (π/2−π) sequence was employed. Intensity was collected point

by point as a function of both field and frequency was collected by integrating the

whole spin echo over time. The NMR spectra ofCr8Cd were collected by two

complementary methods: by varying the frequency at a fixed external magnetic

field, or by measuring the intensity at field in small steps at fixed frequency. A

complex pattern of resonance frequencies in the 15-30 MHz range was observed.

The results of these measurements are shown in figure4.0.4.
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Figure 4.0.4:53Cr-NMR spectra ofCr8Cd at T =1.4 K obtained by sweeping
the magnetic field at a constant frequency (upper figure) and by sweeping the
frequency at a constant magnetic field (lower figure). Data have been fit according
to a gaussian profile.

The spectra have been fit with one or two gaussians component and the ex-

tracted frequencies vs fields are compared with the theoretical calculation. The

results are shown in the figure4.0.7.
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The 53Cr-NMR frequency can be calculated as the vector sum of the external

magnetic field H and the internal field due to the hyperfine interaction:

νi, j =
γCr

2π
−gA[(〈 j|si,z| j〉cosθ +Hz)ẑ+(〈 j|si,x | j〉sinθ +Hx)x̂] (4.0.2)

whereγCr is the 53Cr nuclear gyromagnetic ratio, g is theCr3+ Landè factor,

< si > is the local expectation value of theCr3+ electronic moment, j is the popu-

lated magnetic level and A isotropic core polarization hyperfine contact term. All

the theoretical calculations take into account a small error in the positioning of

the sample of∆θ = 2°, so the theoretical spin moment and the frequencies were

calculated forθ = (27±2)° because of the presence of the two non-equivalently

oriented molecules

The difference between the configurations is very small, butthe introduction of

this small error has helped to improve the fit of NMR spectra. All the theoretical

results are thus averaged over these two orientations. Due to Cr8Cd symmetry

properties, it is possible to indentify four pair of equivalentCr3+ sites, as reported

in figure4.0.5.

Figure 4.0.5: Four pair of chromium can be identified in the ring (i=1,...,4).

The calculated local spin moments for the four pair ofCr3+ are reported in

figure4.0.6. At the extremities of the chain,Cr1−Cr8 spins are more energetically

favoured to align along the magnetic field as they have to compete only with one

exchange interaction. The AF interaction with the nearest neighbours imply that

the Cr2−Cr7 spins are aligned in the opposite direction. In the middle ofthe

chain for theCr4−Cr5 spins, the ‘spin-up’- ‘spin-down’ condition can no longer

be satisfied as these two spins cannot simultaneously satisfy the AF condition

between them and with their nearest neighbours. This causesfrustration and as a
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result the more energetically favourable ground state is a NC spin configuration

(see figure4.0.1[17]).

Figure 4.0.6: Calculated local spin moments as a function ofthe applied magnetic
field for theCr8Cd molecular ring.

By comparing the experimental results with the calculated53Cr-NMR fre-

quencies it is possible to determine the only free parameterof the model, the

contact term A (see eq.2.1). The quadrupolar effects in53Cr-NMR (I(Cr)=3/2)

can be neglected, since only the central line transitions were measured and their

shifts are due only to second order effects. Since the core polarization constant

A depends on core electrons, we can assume the same value ofAcp for all the

Cr sites. The intensity plot reported in the figure4.0.7show the calculated NMR

frequencies as a function of the external magnetic field, forevery populated level

at 1.4K and for each of the non-equivalentedCri (i=1,...4). For each frequency

a 1MHz wide Lorentzian function has been built up, whose amplitude depends

on the thermal population of the level. The experimentally extracted53Cr-NMR

frequencies are found to be in good agreement with the ones, yielding A = -12.7

Tesla/µB.
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Figure 4.0.7: Intensity plot as a function of the external magnetic field vs the
experimental data. The construction of the intensity plot is described in the text.
Calculated frequencies are not reported because it is a range of frequencies not
experimentally accesible.

The result, A found is comparable with the results found for other rings [100,

29].

A (T/µB)

Cr8Cd -12.7
Cr7Cd -12.38 [29]
Cr7Ni -11 [100]

Table 4.2: Comparison of core polarization constant for three different rings.

The next step was to attribute the signal to the corresponding pair of 53Cr

nuclei in the ring. Figure4.0.8shows the calculated frequencies for theCr1−Cr8

andCr2−Cr7 pairs, compared with the experimental data. It is evident that the

signal observed can be totally ascribed to these two pairs ofCr sites.
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Figure 4.0.8: Calculated frequency and experimental data as a function of the
external field. Only the frequency ofCr1−Cr8 andCr2−Cr7 pair are reported.
the different colors identify the total-spin S value of the populated levels involved
in the calculations.

Due to their higher magnetic moment values, the periferics Cr ionsCr1−Cr8

andCr2−Cr7 (as reported in figure4.0.6), are the only53Cr nuclei that can be

detected. In fact, the pairs of Cr ions localized in the middle of the chainCr4−Cr5

andCr3−Cr6, were not observed in the spectra due to the small value of their

magnetic moments and thus to the small values of the corresponding frequencies,

below the experimental limit of 15 MHz. Figure4.0.9 shows the comparison

between the experimental data and the theoretical calculation for theCr4−Cr5

andCr3−Cr6 pairs.
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Figure 4.0.9: Calculated frequency and experimental data as a function of the
external field. Only the frequency ofCr3−Cr6 andCr4−Cr5 pair are reported,
the different colors identify the total-spin S value of the populated levels involved
in the calculations.

NMR investigations on theCr7Cd molecular ring showed thatCr3+ magnetic

moments at the different sites are found to be staggered but have a nearly uniform

and large value across the ring [29]. This is indicative of the fact that for an odd

chain of magnetic ions (see figure4.0.10) the spin arrangement is collinear in the

ground state as opposed to the NC one for the even-numberedCr8Cd chain. This

is also consistent with the fact that, for an odd number of ions subject to the effect

of an external magnetic field, it is possible to simultaneously satisfy all the AF

spin up-down arrangements, thus removing the frustration,unlike the case of the

Cr8Cd molecule.
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Figure 4.0.10: Comparison between the classical spin ground state configuration
for Cr8Cd andCr7Cd. [17]

In conclusion the quantitative experimental result confirmthe theoretical pre-

dictions for the non-collinear spin arrangement in finite AF-coupled magnetic ions

chains and the comparison betweenCr8Cd andCr7Cd shown how the parity of

the chain and the boundary condition have an effect on the spin structure.
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Chapter 5

Study of a six-membered Dy ring

[Dy(Htea)(NO3)]6 ·8MeOH, in shortDy6, is the first rare-earth based ring that has

been ever synthesized [54]. A staggered magnetization was observed in low field

at 1.3 K. Indeed, if the applied magnetic field is lower than 0.4 T, this molecule

behaves as a non-magnetic system. The study of the static magnetic properties of

Dy6 has been performed by means of proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (1H-

NMR) and DC/AC-SQuID magnetometry.

Figure 5.0.1: Molecular structure of Dy6. green: Dy, red: O, blue:N, white:H,
dotted line:S6simmetry axis, black arrows: local magnetic moments in the ground
doublet state.
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5.1 Investigation of the static magnetism

The system can be described by a non-collinear Ising model [20]:

Ĥ =
6

∑
i=1

Jexchs̃i,zs̃(i+1),z+
6

∑
i=1

6

∑
j>i

Jdipolars̃i,zs̃j,z+µBg
6

∑
i=1

B · s̃i,z (5.1.1)

where the operators ˜sj ,z are the projection of a pseudo-spin ½ along the local Ising

axis [101], characterizing the ground Kramers doublet of each Dy ion.Jexch is

the exchange coupling between the nearest Dy sites andJdipolar is the dipolar

magnetic exchange between the centersi and j. The dipolar coefficientsJdipolar

have been evaluated within the point-dipole approximation, taking as input ions

coordinates, in agreement with theab-initio calculation by Unguret al.[20].

nearest neighbor next-nearest neighbor opposite

4.343cm−1 0.028cm−1 0.403cm−1

Table 5.1: Calculated Constants of the Dipolar Interactionbetween the Ground
Kramers Doublets of Different Magnetic Centers inDy6.

The system is shown in the Figure5.0.1and hasS6 symmetry. Toroidal ar-

rangement of local magnetic moments has been found recentlyin lanthanide-

based systems and it was first discovered inDy3 triangles[102, 103]. Ungur et

al. have studied the electronic and magnetic structure ofDy6 throughab-initio

calculation [20], they found a toroidal magnetic moment in absence of a net mag-

netic state in zero field, due to the high symmetry of the dipolar interactions of Dy

magnetic moments in the molecule.

The DC magnetic susceptibility ofDy6 was measured in temperature in order

to extract the exchange parameterJex of Equation5.1.1 and α, the angle be-

tween the symmetry axis of the moleculeS6 and the local Ising axis. We found

Jexch= −0.2cm−1 andα = 43 ° , confirming the value already found by Ungur

at al. by ab-initio calculations [20]. DC measurements results are reported asχT

in the top figure5.1.1with an applied field of 1kOe.χT grows by increasing the

temperature, reaching a constant value above 15 K and it tends to zero by lowering

the temperature, the presence of a non-magnetic ground state.
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Figure 5.1.1: The temperature dependence ofχT (black squares in the bottom fig-
ure) andM(H) (black squares in the top figure) ofDy6compared to the theoretical
model (red line) as reported in the text withJex = -0.2cm−1 andα = 43° .

The magnetization curve at T = 2 K, shown in the bottom-panel of Figure5.1.1

saturates to a value of 30µB, in agreement with the presence of a six Ising-type

Dy’s ions. The energy levels diagram as a function of the applied magnetic field

with θ = 90°, is shown in figure5.1.2. A LC between the ground state and the

first excited levels of Dy6 occurs at B = 0.4 T. Experimentally, the derivative of

magnetization curve as a function of the applied magnetic field shows a peak at

the LC field [1]. It is worth to stress that since all the measurements have been per-
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formed on powdered samples, the peak in the magnetization curve derivative gives

us the "spherically averaged" position of the LC. In order toreproduce the mag-

netization curve with our theoretical model we have performed an average over

all the possible direction of the applied magnetic field, with respect to theS6-axis

of the molecule. Here we compare the magnetization derivative with the energy

level diagram with the applied magnetic field in the plane of the ring (θ = 90°,

Figure5.1.1), since these directions give the main contributions to thespherical

average. The position of the peak of the magnetization curvederivative, and thus

the LC field, is the main feature that has allowed us to refine the parameters of our

theoretical model.

Figure 5.1.2: Top panel: Calculated energy levels scheme ofDy6 as a function of
the magnetic field applied in the plane of the ring, obtained from the Hamiltonian
in Eq.5.1.1. Bottom panel: derivative of M(H) at 2 K as a function of the external
magnetic field (scatter), compared with the theoretical calculations (red line).
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As already demonstrated for the case ofCr9[90] andCr8Zn [50] the LC fields

can be obtained by measuring the transverse nuclear magnetization with a1H-

NMR experiment. In fact a mesurement of the quantityMxy(0)T as a function of

the applied magnetic field allows us to quantify the wipeout effect, that is partic-

ularly strong at the LC fields. Figure5.1.3shows the transverse nuclear magne-

tization as a function of the magnetic field for theDy6, measured at T = 1.35 K.

As explained previously, the experimental sequence for themeasurements is the

same described for the wipe-out as a function of the temperature (see2.1), with

the exception that the analysis of the data is different. Thetransverse magnetiza-

tion theMH
xy(0) is divided by the applied magnetic field in order to eliminatethe

effect of the Boltzmann population of the nuclear Zeeman levels.

Figure 5.1.3: Renormalized transverse nuclear magnetization

(
MH

xy(0)T
B

)
of Dy6

as a function of the applied magnetic field B at T = 1.35 K. Data have been also
renormalized so that the maximum value of the magnetizationin the explored
magnetic fields range is set to 1.

The transverse nuclear magnetization, shown in figure5.1.3, displays a mini-

mum between 0.4 and 0.5 T, indicating a strong wipeout effectand confirming the

position of the level crossing field around B = 0.4 T. (see top-panel infigure5.1.2).
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5.2 Study of spin dynamics

The dynamics ofDy6 has been investigated by AC-susceptibility measurements

as a function of temperature and frequency, in zero and applied field. AC SQUID

magnetometry has been performed on a powdered sample ofDy6 on a MPMS

XL-5 SQUID magnetometer, in the temperature range of 2-20 K and field range

of 0-1 T. For further details on the measurement see paragraph 2.3.

In figures5.2.1and5.2.2show the immaginary part of susceptibility ofDy6 as a

function of the temperature and frequency at zero-field and at B = 1, 3, 5 10 KOe.

Figure 5.2.1: Immaginary part of susceptibility ofDy6 as a function of the tem-
perature and frequency at zero-field and B = 1 KOe.
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Figure 5.2.2: Immaginary part of susceptibility ofDy6 as a function of the tem-
perature and frequency at B = 3, 5 and 10 KOe.

The dynamics is characterized by more than one characteristic correlation

time, whose values depend strongly on the applied field. FromAC susceptibil-

ity data the position of the peaks at each frequency have beenextract, in order to
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obtain the temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation rates (1/τ). The

experimental data have been fit with one or two lorentzian component and we ex-

tract the temperatures at which the AC-susceptibilty displays one or two peaks .

The behaviour of AC susceptibility data ofDy6 has been interpreted with the sim-

plest conceivable model. We assume the presence of two different relaxation pro-

cesses in the phonon-induced relaxation dynamics of the molecule:

≻ Direct process: It depends on the applied field and dominatesat low temper-

atures causing one spin flip in the spin Ising configuration. It can be caused

by phonon-induced modulations of dipolar interactions between Dy ions or

by hyperfine interactions between electronic and nuclear spins (especially

at zero field). Both phenomena can induce direct relaxation processes only

if the molecule can not be modelled as an exact Ising system. Ab initio

calculations [20] show that thegx andgy components of the spectroscopic

splitting vector are not precisely zero, thusDy6 slightly deviates from the

Ising behaviour. We have checked that DC magnetometry data are not sen-

sible to this small deviations, thus confirming the Ising model interpretation.

The Ising model is also the starting point for our relaxationdynamics model.

≻ Raman process: it is field indipendent and dominates at high temperature.

It is a single-ion process, thus it is responsible for the flipof one single spin.

The temperature dependence of a Raman process yields a powerlaw:

1
τ
= ATn

From the comparison of our calculations withχ ′′ experimental data we have

found:A= 6 ·10−6 Hz and n = 9.

The top-figure5.2.3show the calculated weightsA(λi,T,B) of the magnetization

autocorrelation as a function of the inverse temperature. The y-axis islog10(λi),

the color map shows the weightsA(λi ,T,B)/χT. When AC frequencies intersect

the ratesλi with significant weight,χAC displays a peak. The black and red scatter

have been extract from AC-susceptibility data (see Figure5.2.1and Figure5.2.2).

The bottom-figure5.2.3shows the calculated immaginary part of susceptibility as

a function of the temperature and frequency at B = 10 KOe, obtained by taking
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into account the direct and Raman processes as described above. The position

of the experimental peak and the temperature/field dependence in theχ ′′ are well

reproduced.

Figure 5.2.3: Top: Calculated weights of the magnetizationautocorrelation for
B=1 kOe. We have superimposed the temperatures at which the experimental AC-
susceptibilty displays the broad peaks, one or two, whose centers are represented
by the red and black symbols. Dark yellow, blue and black lines correspond to
900 Hz, 270Hz and 10 Hz respectively. Bottom: Calculated immaginary part of
the susceptibility.
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Figure 5.2.4: Top: Calculated weights of the magnetizationautocorrelation for
B=10 kOe. We have superimposed the temperatures at which theexperimental
AC-susceptibilty displays the broad peaks, one or two, whose centers are repre-
sented by the red and black symbols. Dark yellow, blue and black lines correspond
to 900 Hz, 270Hz and 10 Hz respectively. Bottom: Calculated immaginary part
of the susceptibility.

In order to study the dynamics ofDy6 in a different time window aµSRLF-

experiments as a function of the temperature have been carried out on the GPS

spectrometer at the continuous muon source of the SµS facility of the Paul Scher-
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rer Institute (PSI). The figure5.2.5show the time-dependent muon asymmetry as

a function of the temperature.

Figure 5.2.5: Time-dependent muon asymmetry as a function of the temperature
for B=300 mT.

This behavior is typical of that previously observed in other MNM and it is

due to the complex dynamic distribution of local fields within the sample[104,

105, 106].

The muon asymmetry is fitted by:

A(t) = ase
−λst +aI e

−λI t +GKL(λ f , t), (5.2.1)

whereas,I is the slow and intermediate relaxing amplitude,λs,I is the slow and

intermediate relaxation rateλ andGKLis the lorentzian Kubo-Toyabe function,

due to a random array of static moments with a Lorentzian fielddistribution [107].

The slow component corresponds to muons away from the magnetic moment of

molecule. TheλGK is too fast and it was not possible to analyze it well. For

this reason only the intermediate relaxation rate are reported as a function of the

temperature for three different longitudinal field (see figure 5.2.6).
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Figure 5.2.6: Longitudinal relaxation rate as a function ofthe temperature for
three different magnetic fields. The data are fitted as described in the text. The
green line represents the BPP-behaviour.

The data can not be fitted by a BPP model (green curve in figure5.2.6), but

they require a distribution of energy barriers. ThusλI can be fitted by:

λI =
1
T1

=C
ˆ ∞

0

(
D(E)τ(E)

1+ω2
Lτ2(E)

dE

)

with a thermally activated correlation time given by:

τ(E) = τ0e
E

kBT .

By assuming a a gaussian distribution of energy barriers we have:

D(E) =
1√
2πσ

e−
(E−∆)2

2σ2 .

The results of the fit yield an average activation energy barrier around 250 K. It

is worth to note that, according to the calculations reported in [20], this energy

corresponds to the gap between the ground and an excited doublet of each Dy

ion. This could suggest an Orbach process involving these high-energy states.

However, the temperature of the peak inλ (T) is in reasonable agreement with

the model exploited for interpreting dynamical susceptibility data (see Fig5.2.7),
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which does not include these high-energy processes.

Figure 5.2.7: Calculated weights of the magnetization autocorrelation for B=1,
10 kOe. We have superimposed the temperatures at which the experimental AC-
susceptibilty displays the broad peaks, one or two, whose centers are represented
by the red and black symbols. Dark yellow, blue and black lines correspond to
900 Hz, 270Hz and 10 Hz respectively. The red line representsthe frequency
of the muon. When the frequency of muon (red line) intersect the ratesλI with
significant weight,λI displays a peak.

Figure5.2.7shows the calculated weights of the magnetization autocorrela-
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tion as a function of the inverse temperature for B=100 and 300 mT. When the

frequency of the muons (red line) intersect the ratesλi with significant weight, the

longitudinal relaxation rate displays a peak. In the temperature range where the

peak ofλI is observed, the dynamics is characterized by several ratescharacter-

ized by appreciable weights and close in frequency. This fact explains why a broad

single peak in theλI is observed in spite of the multi-time relaxation dynamics.

Future Prospects

The 1H−NMR spectra were collected on powdered samples ofDy6 at T= 1.35

K. Since the NMR line was very broad and shifted, the spectrumwas constructed

point by point by varying the frequency at a fixed external magnetic field. The

spectra are reported in Figure5.2.8and are down shifted with respect the Larmor

frequency.

Figure 5.2.8: 1H-NMR spectra at 1.35K shifted with respect the Larmor fre-
quency, for different applied magnetic field.

The spectra can be interpreted taking into account two gaussian components:

the first one is broader and shifted at high magnetic field while the second one
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is narrower and centered at the Larmor frequency. The area under the spectrum

represents the number of protons probed. The results of the fit of the spectra of

Figure 5.2.8 are reported in Figure5.2.9 for the first (broader) component. A

strong shift of the absorption lines with respect to the Larmor Frequency of the

proton is found at low fields where the system is non-magnetic(see blue circles

in the top-panel of Figure5.2.9). This suggests the presence of a staggered mag-

netization reflecting the effect of a toroidal moment. If it is true that the spectrum

becomes very narrow preserving the area (and hence all protons feel a field equal

to zero due to electron spins), the data may indicate the presence of tunneling of

toroidal moment.

The red circles in the top-panel of Figure5.2.9show the FHWM of the NMR-line

as a function of the external magnetic field, which decreasesby lowering the mag-

netic field.

At low magnetic field, the amplitude of the second component increases (see fig-

ure5.2.9).

Figure 5.2.9: Shift of NMR line as a function of the external magnetic field (blue
circles). The absolute value of the shift increases at high magnetic field reflecting
the appareance of a magnetic ground state forH > HLC. FHWM as a function of
the external magnetic field (red circles). The blue and red line are a guide to the
eye.
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A shift of the Larmor frequency and an increasing of the line width due to a

distribution of a static internal fields were detected above0.5 T, indicative of a

magnetic state of theDy6 induced by the external field.

Further theoretical investigation for the interpretationof the experimental data are

still in progress.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this thesis the magnetic properties and relaxation dynamics of selected AF

molecular nanomagnets have been investigated. The experimental study has been

carried out by different techniques: NMR,µSR, AC and DC SQuID magnetome-

try. Through these techniques, the static and dynamic properties of these systems

have been studied. Indeed, the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate (1/T1) and the

muon longitudinal field relaxation are sensitive to the fluctuations of the dipolar

and hyperfine fields from the molecular spins. From the comparison of theoretical

calculations with experimental data it is possible to extract the parameters of the

Spin Hamiltonian and information on the relaxation dynamics.

In particular, we have studied the magnetic properties and relaxation dynam-

ics of the first regularCr9 AF ring, which represents a prototype of practically

degenerate-frustrated homometallic ring of half-integerspins. The energy spec-

trum of this kind of systems is characterized by a two-fold degeneracy of the

low-energy total-spin multiplets. The relaxation ofCr9 has been investigated by

measuring the temperature and magnetic field dependence of the spin-lattice re-

laxation rate1/T1 of 1H nuclei. The experimental results have been interpreted

by a microscopic model including magnetoelastic couplingsand taking into ac-

count the wipeout effect. This model has allowed us to reproduce satisfactorily

the experimental results and to study the phonon-induced decay of molecular mag-

netization. While magnetic relaxation of bipartite rings is well known, this is the

first investigation of an odd-membered AF ring. We have foundthat inCr9 the
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relaxation dynamics is characterized by a single Arrheniustime only at very low

temperatures, whereas above 3 K several relevant relaxation rates emerge.

The magnetically-open AF rings,Cr8Cd andCr8Zn, are model systems for the

study of the microscopic magnetic behaviour of finite AF Heisenberg chains. In

this type of systems the magnetic behaviour depends length and on the parity of

the chain (odd or even). It is very important to know the localspin configura-

tion, in order to be able to control and manipulate the magnetic state. By means

of challenging53Cr-NMR spectroscopic measurements, we have found that the

arrangment of the magnetic moments is non collinear (NC), inagreeement with

recent polarized neutron diffraction results. FThe difficulty of 53Cr-NMR mea-

surements is due to the low natural abundance and the low sensitivity of the probe.

By comparing the experimental results with the calculated53Cr-NMR frequencies

it is possible to determine the only free parameter of the model, the contact term

A. The result found agrees with what found in other rings. DuetoCr8Cd symme-

try properties, it is possible to indentify four pair of equivalentCr3+ sites. It was

also possible to attribute the signal to the corresponding pair of 53Cr nuclei in the

ring and we find that the signal observed can be totally ascribed to the two pairs

of Cr at the edge of the chain. The quantitative experimentalresult confirms the

theoretical predictions for the non-collinear spin arrangement in finite AF-coupled

magnetic ions chains and the comparison betweenCr8Cd andCr7Cd shown how

the parity of the chain and the boundary condition have an effect on the spin struc-

ture.

Finally, the study of the static and dynamic magnetic properties ofDy6 has been

performed by means of1H-NMR (further theoretical investigation for the inter-

pretation of the experimental data are still in progress) and DC/AC magnetome-

try. TheDy6 is a first rare-earth based ring that has been investigated and can be

described by a non-collinear Ising model. The investigation of spin dynamics has

been performed by AC-SQuID andµSRmeasurements. We found that the dynam-

ics is characterized by more than one characteristic correlation time, whose values

depend strongly on the applied field. The behaviour of AC susceptibility data of

Dy6 has been interpreted by considering two different relaxation processes in the

phonon-induced relaxation dynamics of the molecule. The temperature dependent

Longitudinal relaxation rate (λ ) from µSRexperiment displays a field-dependent
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peak around 30 K, in reasonable agreement with the model for the relaxation dy-

namics used to interpret AC susceptibility results.
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